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DIRECT TESTIMONY

2
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3

	

RICHARD J. MARK

4

	

CASE NO. ER-2008-

5

	

1.

	

INTRODUCTION

6

	

Q

	

Please state your name and business address .

7

	

A

	

Richard J Mark, Union Electric Company d/b/a AmerenUE ("AmerenUE" or

8 "Company"), One Ameren Plaza, 1901 Chouteau Avenue, St Louis, Missoun 63103

9

	

Q.

	

What is your position with AmerenUE?

10 A I am the Senior Vice President of Missouri Energy Delivery I am responsible

11 for AmerenUE's electric and natural gas distribution systems and operation, as well as the

12 Company's customer service operations, consisting of the customer contact center, customer

13 accounts, and customer credit assistance, including AmerenUE's Dollar More Program and

14 community relations I am also responsible for managing AmerenUE's Government

15

	

Relations division

16

	

Q.

	

Please describe your educational background and employment

17

	

experience.

18 A I Joined Ameren Services as Vice President of Customer Relations in January

19 of 2002 and then became Vice President of Governmental Policy and Consumer Affairs In

20 December of 2004, I was promoted to my current position at AmerenUE Prior to my current

21 employment, I spent seven years as President and Chief Executive of St Mary's Hospital of

22

	

East St Louis and five years as the hospital's Chief Operating Officer I have a Bachelor of

I
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1

	

Science Degree in Child Development from Iowa State University and a Master of Science in

2 Business Management from National Louis University

3

	

11. PURPOSE AND SUMMARY OF TESTIMONY

4

	

Q.

	

What is the purpose of your direct testimony in this proceeding?

5

	

A

	

The purpose of my direct testimony is to discuss the important operational

6 changes which have occurred at AmerenUE and how these will positively impact our

7

	

customers I will detail our renewed efforts to improve both the reliability of our service to

8

	

customers and our ability to restore power in a timely manner when it is interrupted These

9

	

efforts include a direct response to every customer-specific complaint expressed at local

10 public hearings held in the Commission's storm investigation docket (Case No EO-2007-

11

	

0037) and in the Company's last rate proceeding (Case No ER-2007-0002), organizational

12

	

changes to improve identification and correction of areas where reliability improvements can

13 be made, implementation of the Commission's recently adopted Infrastructure Inspection and

14

	

Vegetation Management Rules, and the initiation of various reliability improvements

15

	

programs, including Project Power On

16 In addition, my testimony details AmerenUE's commitment to improve our

17 ability to communicate important information about these efforts to our customers, addresses

18 efforts we are undertaking to better "harden" our system against severe storms, and discusses

19 some of the costs associated with these efforts and the controls we are using to ensure we are

20

	

investing wisely in our system

21

	

An executive summary of my testimony is attached hereto as Attachment A

2
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III. EFFORTS TO IMPROVE SYSTEM RELIABILITY

2

	

Q.

	

In AmerenUE's last rate case, Case No . ER-2007-0002, the Company was

3

	

criticized for not providing reliable service to its customers . Do you think that criticism

4 was fair?

5

	

A

	

In part, yes, in particular given changing customer expectations and the

6 increase in our customers' reliance on electricity for virtually every aspect of their lives that

7 has occurred over the past several years The last rate case became a focal point for this

8 criticism, particularly because of the severe July 2006 storms which occurred shortly after the

9 rate case was filed Prior to the hearings on the rate request, another severe storm, this time

10 bringing large quantities of ice, hit in late November of that year and yet another ice storm

11 occurred in January of 2007 All of these storms resulted in large and extended outages

12 Understandably, these back-to-back-to-back outages left our customers frustrated and they

13 expressed that frustration at both the public hearings that were held in the storm investigation

14 docket (Case No EO-2007-0037) and m the many local public hearings held in our last rate

15 case (Case No ER-2007-0002)

16

	

Q.

	

What has AmerenUE done to address these concerns and frustrations?

17

	

A

	

We have followed up on each complaint lodged at these hearings and have

18 made corrections in those situations where the customer had pointed out an accurate and

19 correctable concern Interestingly, a member of the MPSC Staff also followed up on

20 reliability complaints which were voiced at some of the public hearings and testified at the

21

	

rate case hearing that, after looking into complaints of individuals who claimed to have

22

	

experienced overall reliability problems, 92% of the outages were related to storm damage,

3
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1

	

with the remaining outages tied to tree damage, device outage or vehicle accidents

2 ER-2007-0002, Tr P 4364 and 4369

3 It is important to note that not every complaint we investigated was found to

4 be accurate i Regardless, after suffering through the 2006 - 2007 storm outages, we have

5 found that customer tolerance for both storm and non-storm related outages has sharply

6 decreased and our customers have become very critical of virtually any interruption of their

7 electric service When added to our customers' increasing reliance on electricity for every

8 aspect of life today, it became apparent that the Company must refocus its efforts to improve

9

	

customer reliability

10 We are listening to our customers' concerns and working to respond to their

11 needs Historically, the Company has been focused on being a low-cost provider of

12 electricity to its customers, as evidenced by the fact that AmerenUE's rates are among the

13 lowest in the nation It is now apparent that while our customers still expect us to provide

14 electric service at a reasonable cost, the reliability of our electnc service occupies an

15 increasingly important role in our customers' satisfaction We have taken on the challenge of

16 improving the reliability of our electric service and are m the midst of implementing several

17

	

programs to enable us to achieve that goal

18 AmerenUE has listened, and will continue to listen, to the concerns of its

19 customers As part of this commitment, AmerenUE has proactively sought additional

20 feedback from its customers Throughout 2007, the Company held more than 525 meetings

21 with individuals, community leaders, neighborhood associations, senior citizen centers,

22

	

legislators and business owners to receive input on their concerns and to discuss how those

i Some referred to wires that turned out to be cable or telephone, some incorrectly stated there had never been
tree trimming in their area and some referred to outages that our records do not confirm

4
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concerns could be addressed We are using the information we obtained through those

2

	

meetings to focus our efforts on improving reliability as promptly and cost-effectively as

3

	

possible

4

	

Q.

	

Other than system reliability, were there any other themes that were

5 commonly expressed at these meetings?

6

	

A

	

Yes, over and over we heard about a need for an increased level of

7 communication with our customers, both dunng storms as well as during the regular day-to-

8 day operation of our business Customers want to know what we are doing to improve our

9 system and why we are taking those particular actions Our customers expect AmerenUE to

10 invest wisely to improve and maintain system reliability, and want to be informed about

11

	

those efforts

12

	

Q.

	

Please tell us what changes came out of the process of listening to your

13

	

customers' concerns .

14

	

A

	

Organizationally, the Company has made several changes We have set up a

15 designated group within AmerenUE to analyze customer information in order to identify and

16 communicate improvement opportunities The goal is to review and analyze various sources

17 of customer input to allow the Company to better recognize and respond to the concerns of

18

	

our customers This process suggested that some of our customers felt their concerns had

19 been ignored, and we are working very hard to avoid a repeat of that situation

20

	

The Company created a Reliability Improvement Department within

21 AmerenUE and promoted Mark Nealon to the position of Manager of Reliability

22

	

Improvement Mr Nealon is responsible for a focused reliability improvement effort for

23

	

particularly troublesome areas of our distnbution system where the undergroundmg of

5



1

I facilities is the most effective solution Mr Nealon reports to Ron Zdellar, who is Vice

2 President of Energy Delivery-Distribution Services This places the responsibility for and

3 oversight of our undergrounding reliability projects in one area, which will enable us to take

4

	

a more consistent and effective approach We believe this will help to promote real

5

	

reliability improvement for our customers

6

	

Q.

	

After undertaking this effort, did AmerenUE develop any programs

7

	

specifically designed to improve reliability?

8

	

A

	

Yes AmerenUE has implemented several projects designed to help the

9

	

Company improve the reliability of its system, including its most significant system

10 investment program, called Project Power On Beyond Project Power On, AmerenUE

11

	

contracted with a consulting firm, KEMA, to obtain an independent, expert opinion on how

12

	

the Company could harden its electric system to minimize service interruptions and to

13 identify ways to improve system restoration after major storms The Company has also taken

14

	

steps to improve the flow of information about its efforts in these areas to its customers

15

	

Q.

	

You noted that Project Power On was the most significant of the

16

	

Company's reliability improvement efforts . Please describe Project Power On .

17

	

A

	

Project Power On is designed to address our customers' current and future

18

	

energy and environmental needs This program is a three-year initiative which includes four

19 components

20
21
22

23
24

'
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•

	

a $300 million core line undergrounding and reliability improvement
program,

•

	

an $84 million circuit and device inspection and repair program,
•

	

a $150 million vegetation management program, and
•

	

a $500 million investment to reduce emissions from our Sioux plant

6
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A.

	

Undergrounding and Reliability Improvement

2

	

Q.

	

Please provide a brief description of what each component of Project

3

	

Power On includes and how it will work to improve system reliability . Please start with

4 the undergrounding and reliability improvement program .

5

	

A

	

The undergrounding and reliability improvement portion of the project is

6

	

designed to better protect susceptible portions of our delivery system against the forces of

7

	

nature Where electric service is provided through an underground cable, a falling tree limb

8

	

cannot interrupt service This effort will result in substantial underground cabling in areas

9

	

where three important criteria are met' where undergrounding is feasible, where it improves

10 areas of poor reliability and where it makes economic sense Because undergrounding

11

	

AmerenUE's entire distribution system would be prohibitively expensive '2 AnderenUE is

12

	

targeting cost-effective projects which will have the greatest ability to improve reliability for

13

	

customers

14 AmerenUE believes approximately 1,000 undergrounding projects will be

15 completed during the three years of Project Power On These projects will be spread across

16 the entirety of the AmerenUE electric service territory We are working with our operating

17 division managers as well as county and municipal governments to identify these projects

18 To ensure that the criteria outlined above is met, AmerenUE selects projects from among

19 those suggested by its district managers and local government officials and uses objective

20 criteria in its decisionmaking process These criteria include the recent reliability of the lines

21 that are being considered for undergrounding, the potential for improvement by

22

	

undergrounding those lines, the number of customers that would be positively impacted by

2 The average cost to bury a mile of existing overhead distribution circuit is estimated to be $1 million Applied to the approximately
27,000 miles of distribution line on AmerenUE's system the cost to underground the entire distribution system could exceed $27 billion

7
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the project, the ease of design and construction for each proposed project, and the proposed

2

	

project's expected cost

3

	

Q.

	

How much progress has been made in undergrounding lines?

4

	

A

	

During 2007 in the start-up phase, we spent approximately $7 million on

5 undergrounding projects An additional $5 million was spent in January and February of

6 2008 Overhead to underground projects are under construction in North St Louis County,

7

	

Des Peres, Chesterfield, St Peters and St Charles Over twenty miles of underground cable

8

	

were installed under this program in 2007 and 140 projects began in January of 2008 In

9

	

total, Project Power On currently has approximately 300 active undergrounding projects in

10 some stage of design and construction spread throughout AmerenUE's service territory

I1

	

There is a lot of preparation work which must precede this undergrounding

12

	

effort, in order to ensure we are making this investment in our distribution system wisely

13

	

We are in the planning stages for the majority of the circuits which will be placed

14 underground Currently, an engineering group is working on the design and construction

15 plans for each project Once the design phase is completed, we expect the amount of money

16 and the number of lines placed underground to expand significantly by the end of the

17

	

calendar year and throughout 2009

18

	

B.

	

Circuit and Device Inspection and Repair Program

19

	

Q.

	

Please describe the circuit and device inspection and repair program .

20

	

A

	

We spent over $6 million in the test year for circuit inspections and expect

21

	

that number to increase in the future The circuit and device inspection and repair program is

22

	

designed as an ongoing inspection and maintenance program to help us identify, repair and

23

	

replace, as needed, poles and other equipment before failures occur We started a foot patrol

8
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inspection program for subtransmission lines that will cycle every two years through urban

2

	

areas and every three years through rural areas These foot patrols are designed to identify

3

	

areas where repair and replacements need to be made As part of this program, we will

4 continue to supplement these foot patrols with field personnel who do other work, such as

5

	

tree-trimmers, who will be able to provide an additional set of eyes to do visual inspections

6 of our equipment and to report observed concerns before they affect reliability

7

	

The improvement program marks the Company's early adoption of the 2007

8 National Electrical Safety Code and implementation of the Commission's recently-adopted

9

	

Infrastructure Inspection Rules Prior to this program, we did not have a program to

10

	

regularly inspect distribution equipment such as line reclosers, capacitors and voltage

11

	

regulators We now perform a comprehensive inspection of all distribution line poles,

12

	

hardware and equipment As noted, the Company is visually inspecting each pole and its

13 hardware every four years and is performing strength assessments on all wood poles once

14

	

every twelve years These efforts include the creation of a Circuit and Device Inspection

15

	

System ("CDIS") database to track this information, and we are working to incorporate the

16

	

CDIS data into our efforts to improve the reliability of the distribution system

17

	

Q.

	

How large is this program?

18 A In 2007, AmerenUE visually inspected over 5,000 miles of overhead electric

19 lines That is the equivalent distance of a round trip between New York and Los Angeles

20 This number includes over 1,400 miles in St Louis City and County Additionally, over

21 64,000 wood poles were physically inspected, over 11,000 of which were located in St Louis

22 City and County

9
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1 Looking forward, we anticipate spending over $84 million for circuit

2 inspection and for repairs to the system deficiencies brought to light by these inspections

3 during the next three years alone We will also spend over $1 million annually on streetlight

4

	

inspections and repairs As required by the Commission's new Infrastructure Inspection

5 Rules, the Company will also begin visual inspections of its underground distribution system,

6 including transformers, pedestals and manholes, and will fully comply with the substantial

7

	

reporting required by the Commission's rules

8

	

C.

	

Vegetation Management Program

9 Q. Please explain the vegetation management portion of Project Power On .

10

	

A

	

Vegetation management is an area where AmerenUE has already made a

11 significant investment in order to improve the reliability of its system Prior to our last rate

12 case, we were trimming vegetation according to a schedule approved by the Commission in

13 Case No EW-2004-0583 However, as I stated above, it became clear that we needed to

14 increase our tree trimming efforts Accordingly, in Case No ER-2007-0002 we made a

15 commitment to the public and to the Commission that we would spend at least $45 million a

16 year on vegetation management That amount is nearly double the amount of money spent

17 on tree-trimming and other vegetation management as recently as just 2003 We have met

18 our $45 million commitment and, in fact, we are exceeding that commitment as AmerenUE

19 spent more than $50 million on vegetation management in the last year We expect to

20 continue to spend at least $50 million on vegetation management on an annual basis in

21

	

coming years

22

	

The Company has moved to a schedule of trimming urban distribution lines

23

	

once every four years and rural distribution lines once every six years Not only will line

1 0
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1 trimming occur more often, but trimming will be much more aggressive than in the past For

2 example, AmerenUE is trimming for complete vertical clearance on the backbone section of

3 circuits, where before it only tnmmed the area directly around the line but left vegetation

4 which was overhanging the line from above Another example is our increased effort to

5 promote off-easement trimming and tree removal, where it makes sense to do so and where

6 landowner permission can be obtained Recognizing the threat that can be posed by trees

7

	

located off our easements, we have started working closely with our customers to identify

8 vegetation which may pose a threat during a severe wind or ice storm These trees are

9

	

sometimes referred to as "danger trees " If we are able to get permission from the

10

	

landowner, we are trimming or, in some cases, completely removing those trees Our

11

	

experience has been a mostly positive one and many landowners have been willing to work

12

	

with us to lessen the threat that danger trees may pose to the electric system in their area

13

	

In 2007, the Company trimmed more than 1,500 overhead line miles in

14

	

St Louis City and County and over 4,700 overhead line miles in its entire service territory

15

	

We have increased the number of crews working on vegetation management projects to

16

	

approximately 640 individuals That number is double the workforce used for vegetation

17

	

management work as recently as 2004 Currently, 380 tree trimming personnel are dedicated

18

	

to the St Louis City and County portion of our service territory

19

	

Q.

	

Please summarize the goal of these reliability improvement programs,

20 including the reliability part of Project Power On .

21 A We have committed a substantial amount of money to underground

22 distribution circuits, to inspect and repair distribution circuits more effectively, and to more

23

	

aggressively tnm vegetation We are complying with the Commission's Infrastructure

1 1
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1 Inspection and Vegetation Management Rules, and are engaging in a systematic review of

2

	

areas where undergrounding distribution lines makes sense, comparing the costs versus the

3 benefits Our ultimate goal is to positively impact the reliability of our distribution system in

4

	

a cost effective manner

5

	

Q.

	

Have you touched on all aspects of Project Power On?

6

	

A

	

No My testimony only addresses Project Power On as it relates to the

7

	

Company's distribution system and, specifically, the portion of the program that is associated

8

	

with system reliability

IV . EFFORTS TO HARDEN THE DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM AND TO IMPROVE
RESTORATION OF SERVICE AFTER A MAJOR OUTAGE

Q. Earlier you mentioned work AmerenUE has undertaken in an effort to

13 harden its distribution system and to improve restoration of service after a major

14 outage event. Can you elaborate?

15

	

A

	

Again, when our customers voiced their concerns, one that we heard

16 repeatedly was that they expect us to restore service in as short amount of time as possible

17 after an interruption Under normal circumstances, we are able to meet that expectation

18 However, major storms impose longer outages upon our customers Unfortunately, it has

19 become clear that both the frequency and severity of major storms in our service territory

20 have increased in recent years As one weather expert noted, "Whatever the reason, it is

21 clear that the severe weather in Missouri and Illinois has become much more frequent and

22 much more severe in the past three years than it was 10 years ago " Detailed Study of Severe

23 Weather Occurrences in Missouri and Illinois and the Severe Weather Trends in Frequency

1 2
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and Intensity Over the Past 12 Years, Forensic Weather Consultants, December 31, 2006 3

We believe, as borne out by both Commission Staff and third party evaluations, we have

done a good job with respect to storm preparedness and response and we continue to

aggressively explore measures that can further improve both our storm preparation and

response

For example, after every major storm, AmerenUE conducts an internal

debriefing process to identify areas where improvement can be made The Company

undertook that process after the 2006 storms and implemented changes based upon that

effort In 2007, the Company went a step further and hired the most qualified consulting firm

that specializes in electric system reliability studies that was available to provide the

Company with an independent analysis of AmerenUE's storm response practices The firm

retained, KEMA, focuses on providing business and technical consulting, inspections and

measurement, testing and certification to electric utilities In its 75 years in the utility

business, KEMA has provided energy consulting and technology implementation expertise to

some 500 utilities in 70 countries around the world AmerenUE believes KEMA was

uniquely suited to review the Company's storm preparedness and restoration practices, as

they had the ability to link a utility's operational needs with customer expectations,

regulatory requirements, financial objects and other stakeholder goals Additional

information about this well-qualified firm can be found at kema com

KEMA's charge was to perform a complete review of three areas

AmerenUE's sub-transmission and distribution system, the Company's design and

3 Forensic Weather Consultants (FWC) was retained to conduct a study of the number and severity of
"significant weather events" that have occurred in Missouri and Illinois in recent years compared to a similar
period 10 years earlier

1 3
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1 maintenance plans, and its emergency restoration efforts after severe storms KEMA spent a

2 great deal of time with AmerenUE personnel and made several presentations to the

3 Commission Staff and to other interested parties In November of 2007, KEMA issued a 197

4 page report which detailed the results of its investigation and suggested 37 recommendations

5 to improve AmerenUE's restoration efforts KEMA's report is attached to my direct

6 testimony as Schedule RJM-E1 Generally, KEMA found that AmerenUE performed well

7 after each of the major storms in 2006 and that although the Company's restoration plan was

8 not designed for the magnitude of storm damage that it faced, the plan did provide a robust

9

	

framework for a well-executed restoration response

10

	

Q.

	

What types of recommendations where included in the report from

II KEMA?

12

	

A

	

KEMA's 37 recommendations were varied, including recommendations to

13 better manage the process of providing restoration time information to its customers, to adopt

14 a corporate communications strategy, to develop an initial damage assessment methodology

15 and to continue building a working relationship with the State Emergency Operations Center,

16 just to name a few

17

	

Q.

	

Will AmerenUE implement KEMA's recommendations?

18 A All of KEMA's recommendations are currently being reviewed Many of the

19 recommendations are being adopted Further, as the report points out, many of the

20 recommendations were already in the process of being implemented by the Company prior to

21

	

the issuance of the report Others require further evaluation so that AmerenUE can

22 determine how to best put the recommendation in place For example, one recommendation

23

	

was to conduct a test scenario of storm call volumes into our customer service department

1 4
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1 AmerenUE has determined that this test may be more difficult than originally anticipated

2 because of the number of different AT&T Central Office switches in the St Louis region

3 This recommendation is still being reviewed so that the Company can determine how to carry

4 out the test scenario in a manner that best approximates what occurs during an actual,

5 widespread outage event

6

	

V. CUSTOMER COMMUNICATION EFFORTS

7

	

Q.

	

Please elaborate on your earlier statement that AmerenUE customers

8 need more information about the Company's investments in its electric system,

9 including through the Power On Program .

10 A AmerenUE is faced with a situation where it needs, more than ever, to clearly

11 communicate with its customers so that customers can be informed about the investments it

12 is making in its electric distribution system and the other steps it is taking to improve

13 reliability and to foster environmental stewardship This type of communication is not only

14 important to the Company, but to the Commission and other stakeholders who are directly

15 affected by the investments the Company must make to maintain and improve system

16 reliability, to deliver the power its customers need, and to comply with an increasingly

17 stringent set of environmental mandates As discussed in the direct testimonies of

18 AmerenUE President and CEO Thomas R Voss and AmerenUE witness Kenneth Gordon

19 PhD, the fact is that utilities, including AmerenUE, are facing rapidly rising costs which will

20 affect rates now and in the coming years Among those costs are the kinds of investments

21 included in Project Power On Informing customers about these critical investments m our

22 system is absolutely essential if we expect customers to accept the rate increase necessary to

23

	

fund these improvements

1 5
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1 The need to better communicate with customers in these areas has also been

2 communicated to us by our customers, and is borne out by a JD Power and Associates report

3 According to that report, there is inherent value for any public utility to have a robust

4 customer contact program According to the March, 2007, J D Power and Associates E

5

	

Source Residential Focus Report

J D Power and Associates' most recent model for electric
utility residential customer satisfaction show the rising
importance of effective communications Last year, for the
first time, its residential customer satisfaction model
included a specific component on communications, which
accounted for about 15 percent of a utility's overall
residential customer satisfaction score - more than
billing/payment options or customer service

Recent history demonstrates that we cannot rely on traditional methods of

16 communication - a line on a customer's bill or a press release doesn't sufficiently convey

17 the needed information to many of our customers Thus we have undertaken a substantial

18

	

customer communication effort which uses television, radio and billboards as well as

19

	

detailed mailings to communicate to our customers our efforts to improve system reliability

20 and to be good environmental stewards, including through Project Power On

21

	

The amount we are spending, approximately $5 million, is modest compared

22

	

to the advertising costs of most businesses, which typically spend at least 3 to 4 percent of

23

	

their gross revenues on advertising and other marketing Mass market advertising is

24 necessary to ensure our customers in the 57 counties we serve across Missoun know how we

25

	

are investing in distribution system infrastructure to improve reliability, and so that

26 customers understand the costs associated with those improvements Mass market

27 advertising provides a context for each customer so that when we come to the doorstep of a

28 homeowner or business to explain a project or to request the ability to trim or remove off-
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1 easement vegetation, the homeowner or business owner understands the reasons behind these

2

	

efforts and the expenditures associated with them, which in large measure are embodied in

3 Project Power On This basic understanding will help gain customer acceptance for needed

4 improvements, more aggressive vegetation management, and more inspections, and the costs

5

	

and rate impacts associated with them

	

The same principles apply to the need to

6 communicate the substantial cost impacts involved in complying with new and more

7 stringent environmental regulations, which are costs over which neither the Company nor the

8 Commission has any control

9

	

Q.

	

Aren't these communications really just a form of advertising designed to

10 improve the Company's public image?

11

	

A

	

No That would be an inaccurate characterization of this communication

12 effort These communications contain information that is necessary and important to our

13

	

customers, as noted earlier

	

These direct mail letters, general print and electronic

14 advertisements explain what projects are being conducted and why they are being conducted

15

	

A general rule of thumb for communication is that an individual must hear a message at least

16

	

three times before the message actually registers with that person The use of a range of

17

	

tools direct mail, print and electronic advertising and media contact helps the Company get

18

	

those messages to its customers so that they understand the reasons for Project Power On and

19 have a greater awareness of how the project will improve system reliability

20

	

In this day and age, customers expect to be informed as to what is going on

21 and what the Company's plans are for the future They are concerned about the reliability of

22 their electric service and demand information on how that reliability is being improved We

23 attempt to communicate with our customers in numerous ways For example, we do a

1 7
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mailing to all customers at least once per year and can do special mailings when appropriate

We make information available on our website, Ameren com However, we know that some

customers don't read the mailings and not all of our customers have the time or ability to

access our website We do not believe there is a single manner of communication that will

allow us to reach every customer Given that fact, we would be remiss to not use a multitude

of mechanisms to communicate this important information to our customers The advertising

we've done in the past year has provided us with a tool that is valuable to the Company, but

even more so to our customers

Q.

	

Has the Company made changes or improvements to Ameren.com for the

purpose of providing more up-to-date information to AmerenUE customers?

A. Absolutely As part of our internal debriefing from the public hearings held

when the Commission investigated AmerenUE's response to the 2006 summer storms,

AmerenUE has redesigned a portion of its website to allow customers to access information

about their specific outages This information was available previously, but only to

customers who had set up an account with a password This proved to be inconvenient for

many of our customers Now customers can log onto our system using their phone numbers,

and they are able to see the status of their service, although they will still need to create an

account to access additional account information, such as billing information

Additionally, we have divided the maps on Ameren com by state and have

added greater levels of detail, allowing our customers to look at outages by zip code We

have also added alert messages on the outage maps and have integrated those alert messages

with the application that our call-takers utilize so that they can easily refer to these alert
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messages while talking with our customers This allows our customer contact center to

provide the most accurate and up-to-date information

There are additional website improvements scheduled to take effect in 2008,

including providing information regarding specific reliability improvements that will impact

customer service based on the distnbution circuit that serves that customer Typical projects

that would be displayed include planned or in-progress tree trimming, line maintenance, line

upgrades, and undergrounding work on a customer's circuit We are also looking at how we

can allow customers to enter outage calls, street light outages and wire down reports through

our website This will likely be a map-based entry of the information in order to show the

customer existing orders and prevent the creation of duplicate orders for the same problem

Q.

	

Does this conclude your direct testimony?

A

	

Yes, it does
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Richard J Mark, being first duly sworn on his oath, states ,

1

	

My name is Richard J Mark I work in the City of St Louis, Missouri, and I

am employed by AmerenUE as Senior Vice President of Missouri Energy Delivery

2

	

Attached hereto and made a part hereof for all purposes is my Direct

Testimony on behalf of Union Electnc Company d/b/a AmerenUE consisting ofLpages,

Attachment A and Schedule RJM-E1, all of which have been prepared in written form for

introduction into evidence in the above-referenced docket

3

	

1 hereby swear and affirm that my answers contained in the attached testimony

to the questions therein propounded are true and correct

Subscribed and sworn to before me this

	

day of April, 2008

Case No ER-2008-

ii'
Notary P
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Senior Vice President of Missouri Energy Delivery for Union
Electric Company d/b/a AmerenUE

* * *

AmerenUE has made important operational changes that will positively impact its

customers The Company has renewed efforts to improve both the reliability of its

service to customers and its ability to restore power in a timely manner when it is

interrupted These efforts include a direct response to every customer-specific complaint

expressed at local public hearings held in the Commission's storm investigation docket

(Case No EO-2007-0037) and in the Company's last rate proceeding (Case No

ER-2007-0002), organizational changes to improve identification and correction of areas

where reliability improvements can be made, implementation of the Commission's

recently adopted Infrastructure Inspection and Vegetation Management Rules, and the

initiation of various reliability improvement programs, including Project Power On

We are listening to our customers' concerns and working to respond to their

needs Historically, the Company has been focused on being a low-cost provider of

electricity to its customers, as evidenced by the fact that AmerenUE's rates are among the

lowest m the nation It is now apparent that while our customers still expect us to provide

electric service at a reasonable cost, the reliability of our electric service occupies an

increasingly important role in our customers' satisfaction We have taken on the

challenge of improving the reliability of our electric service and are in the midst of

implementing several programs to enable us to achieve that goal

Attachment A-1
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Throughout 2007, the Company held more than 525 meetings with individuals,

community leaders, neighborhood associations, senior citizen centers, legislators and

business owners to receive input on their concerns and to discuss how those concerns

could be addressed We are using that information to focus our efforts on improving

reliability as promptly and cost-effectively as possible

Organizationally, the Company has made several changes We have restructured

our Corporate Communications Department and set up a designated group to analyze

customer information in order to identify and communicate improvement opportunities

The goal is to review and analyze various sources of customer input to allow the

Company to better recognize and respond to the concerns of our customers

The Company created a Reliability Improvement Department within AmerenUE

This places the responsibility for and oversight of our reliability projects in one area,

which will enable a more consistent and effective approach to implementing reliability

projects We believe this will help to promote real reliability improvement for our

customers

AmerenUE has implemented several projects designed to help the Company

improve the reliability of its system, including its most significant system investment

program, called Project Power On (described in detail in my testimony) Beyond Project

Power On, AmerenUE contracted with a consulting firm, KEMA, to obtain an

independent, expert opinion on how the Company could harden its electric system to

minimize service interruptions and to identify ways to improve system restoration after

major storms
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AmerenUE is faced with a situation where it needs, more than ever, to clearly

communicate with its customers so that its customers can be informed about the

investment it is making in its electric distribution system and the other steps it is taking to

improve reliability and to foster environmental stewardship

Recent history demonstrates that we cannot rely on traditional methods of

communication - a line on a customer's bill or a press release doesn't sufficiently convey

the needed information to many of our customers Thus we have undertaken a large

customer communication effort which uses television, radio and billboards as well as

detailed mailings to communicate to our customers our efforts to improve system

reliability and to be good environmental stewards, including through Project Power On

AmerenUE has redesigned a portion of its website to allow customers to access

information about their specific outages This information was available previously, but

only to customers who had set up an account with a password This proved to be

inconvenient for many of our customers Now customers can log onto our system using

their phone numbers, and they are able to see the status of their service, although they

will still need to create an account to access additional account information, such as

billing information There are additional website improvements scheduled to take effect

in 2008

Attachment A-3
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Executive Summary

In July and December of 2006 AmerenUE's Missouri service territory experienced severe weather
inflicting the most extensive damage to the electric sub-transmission and distribution infrastructure in the
company's history Severe July winds, from windstorms two days apart originating at right angles to each
other, created the largest restoration effort ever performed by AmerenUE In December AmerenUE's
customers were assaulted with an extreme icc storm, again leading to protracted restoration efforts These
storms caused widespread damage to trees and power lines resulting m power outages confined to an area
compnsed of six districts encompassing the greater St Louis area Over 650,000 and 270,000 AmerenUE
electric customers lost power during the July and December events respectively

In response to these storms, AmerenUE quickly ramped up from its normal field complement of 800
AmerenUE line personnel and contractors to 3800 and 4400 electric line crews, tree crews, and electric
service crews for July and December respectively, in addition to numerous corporate personnel, to
support the restoration efforts The rapid response by AmerenUE's management to secure additional
resources from contractor companies and other utilities was a significant factor in the company's ability
to fully restore the system in ten and eight days respectively, especially considering there was no advance
warning for the July storm and little warning for the December storm

The magnitude of the supporting logistics, generally invisible to the average customer, was the equivalent
of bringing the population of a small town into the area and providing all necessary logistical services,
food service, lodging, parking, vehicle support and security, and personal needs to accommodate the
population In addition, the operational logistics for field work such as materials, equipment and
supervision are extensive and far exceed requirements in normal operating periods These restorations
were a massive effort by any standard In overall review of the effort put forth by AmerenUE, KEMA
concluded that

AmerenUE, its employees, and contractors performed very well
restoring power after these record-breaking 2006 storms . AmerenUE's
restoration plan, while not designed to address the magnitude of the
storm damage and the overwhelming volume of restoration activities,
did provide a sufficiently robust framework for an effectively executed
restoration response. AmerenUE is found to be a company dedicated to
continuous improvement and management demonstrated by its
dedication and commitment to this principle by adopting a series of
initiatives in the areas of system design, maintenance, and emergency
restoration planning and execution .

Schedule RJM-Et-2
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This review focused on three areas, sub-transmission and distribution (T&D), design and maintenance
(including an infrastructure review based on a forensic study of the system resilience as response to the
storms) and the emergency restoration plan's implementation during these severe storms In summary,
KEMA found the following

• While AmerenUE's non-storm reliability indices have been relatively constant in recent
years, its overall daily reliability has been trending slightly downward during the same
period due to a marked increase in severe weather activity,

•

	

AmerenUE's design standards are consistent with good engineering standards for the
typical wind and weather conditions found in the mid-west,

• While AmerenUE's average age of the T&D pole inventory in the six districts affected by
the 2006 major storms is approximately 35 years, it is within the norms for the industry in
the mid-west,

• AmerenUE's pole inspection and vegetation management practices were consistent with
industry practices Programs, primarily due to a 2003 budget cut, were sporadic prior to
these catastrophic events and have been significantly upgraded since 2004,

- Much of the 2006 storm damage would not have been prevented by these programs,

- Since the 2006 major storms, AmercnUE has introduced an extensive overall
inspection program encompassing a solid interlaced scheme of vegetation
management (including addressing out of easement tree removal), sub-transmission
and distribution circuit inspections and pole inspections,

• AmerenUE's emergency restoration plan and elements of information processes were
designed for the more moderate storms typically experienced, therefore, AmerenUE was
limited in their ability to scale up the technology solutions to storms of this size, and

•

	

AmerenUE's reaction to the storms was immediate and appropriate given the
management tools present at the time

It is also KEMA's opinion that AmcrenUE could have managed the process of providing restoration time
information to its customers in a better fashion The magnitude of these storms and AmerenUE's lack of
experience with these large storms resulted in customers not receiving timely, actionable and valuable
information
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Based on KEMA's specific conclusions, coupled with knowledge of leading industry practices m the area
of system design, maintenance and outage management, KEMA has identified the following 37
opportunities for AmerenUE to improve overall T&D system resilience to storms and the storm
restoration efforts to both minimize the level of damage and shorten the overall restoration time The
recommendations have been grouped into the following three categories

•

	

Continue with AmerenUE identified improvements,

•

	

Modify existing processes and systems to better address severe storms, and

•

	

Develop new processes and systems to support Levels III and IV restoration efforts

Continue with AmerenUE's already identified improvements AmerenUE has already established a need
for these 12 improvements and has incorporated them into current budgets The numbers in parentheses

(4 4 1) represents the recommendation number and section in the report

• Continue emphasis on the vegetation management program to achieve the committed
schedule by the 4'h quarter of 2008 and to implement the program enhancements Address
the out of easement tree removal issues and review total budget periodically with the
anticipation of the growing tree canopy (3 4 1)

AmerenUE response to 3.4.1 - AmerenUE is committed to achieving the desired

cycle lengths (four-year "urban" and six-year "rural") by the end of 2008 according
to previous arrangements made with the Public Service Commission, and
AmerenUE is currently on target to satisfy this goal . Additional vegetation program

enhancements have been and will continue to be implemented on an even broader
scale as cycle lengths are obtained . Current budgets for vegetation management
associated with Project Power On are roughly double what they've been in recent

years, and these figures are reviewed each year in the interest of improving service
reliability in the most cost-effective manner .

•

	

Continue the revised pole inspection at the targeted inspection rate The pole inspection

planning, record keeping, analysis and auditing functions should be improved (3 4 2)

AmerenUE response to 3.4.2 - AmerenUE plans to continue inspections of the entire
Missouri wood pole plant at the targeted rate of once every twelve years.

Inspection planning and record keeping are currently done within the newly
developed Circuit and Device Inspection System (CDIS) database . The database is

linked to the pole plant record in the AM/FM system, thus providing the
recommended functionality. Planned enhancements for 2008 include standard

Schedule RJM-E1-4
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reporting functions as well as enhanced access to the data for analysis purposes .

With regard to the auditing recommendation, CDIS now tracks completion of the

pole replacement work through DOJM, AmerenUE's work management system .

Results are monitored by AmerenUE management on a monthly basis .

•

	

Complete and distribute the automated pole loading calculation tool currently in

development in the standards department (4 4 1)

AmerenUE response to 4.4.1 - The automated pole loading calculation program has

been in development in the Standards Department for approximately two years and

is scheduled to be released for AmerenUE internal use by the Missouri divisions and

distribution planning departments in early 2008 .

•

	

Continue the evaluation of the enhanced vegetation management program and apply the

same approach to pole inspection and distribution line equipment programs (5 4 2)

AmerenUE response to 5 4.2 - Both the vegetation management program as well as

pole inspection and distribution line equipment programs will be evaluated on an

annual basis for cost effectiveness . A Users' Group has also been established for

purposes of evaluating the effectiveness of the pole and line equipment inspection

programs, consisting of field construction and engineering personnel, as well as

other subject matter experts . The group meets monthly to review program status

and evaluate potential program modifications and improvements, in order to

provide the necessary information in the most efficient manner . Among the

enhancements introduced thus far are the automation of inspection data delivery

and construction job creation by both AmerenUE and its inspection contractor .

•

	

Continue with AmerenUE's plan to deploy additional weather recording sites and

develop improved forecasting of potential damage capability (8 4 1)

AmerenUE response to 8.4.1 - AmerenUE is currently working with St Louis

University to install 50 weather stations around Missouri . These weather stations

will be strategically placed to enable AmerenUE to track, and therefore more

accurately forecast, impending weather events as they approach the St Louis

metropolitan area. A number of the weather stations will be installed in and around

the metropolitan area to assist AmerenUE with initial damage assessments after a

storm has hit. All 50 weather stations should be installed by early Spring 2008 and

St Louis University should have the system up and receiving data by the end of

April 2008 .
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•

	

Continue with AmerenUE's practice for notifying, mobilizing, and managing foreign and
mutual aid resources (8 4 2)

AmerenUE response to 8.4.2 - It is AmerenUE's full intent to continue with the

practice of notifying, mobilizing and managing foreign and mutual aid resources
when the need arises. AmerenUE further intends to continuously monitor, evaluate,
and revise its methods of doing so .

• Expand the use of AmerenUE's leading practice of using Public Safety Advisors and
Cut-and-Clear crews, permitting Field Checkers to focus on damage assessment while
simultaneously ensuring the public is safeguarded from electric hazards (9 4 2)

AmerenUE response to 9.4.2 - The use of Public Safety Advisors and Cut-and-Clear
Crews has become critical during storm restoration efforts to ensure public safety .

AmerenUE will continue to evaluate the expansion of these two roles

•

	

Expand the number and use of Mobile Command Centers during Level III and IV events

(1044)

AmerenUE response to 10.4.4 - AmerenUE is currently performing a needs
assessment to determine the optimum number of Mobile Command Centers
required during Level III and Level IV events . One unit is currently in service and
a second is on the drawing board .

• Continue nurturing the strong working relationship AmerenUE already has with the
Missouri Department of Transportation, the State Emergency Operations Center and local
emergency operations centers (10 4 5)

AmerenUE response to 10.4.5 - AmerenUE will continue to build and expand upon
the relationships it currently enjoys with the Missouri Department of
Transportation, the State Emergency Management Agency, and other local EOCs .

• Continue with the practice of issuing information cards to foreign and mutual aid crews,
as part of the overall orientation package, to streamline the interface with the Distribution
Dispatch Office for clearance taking and ensure that the process is formalized in the
Electric Emergency Restoration Plan (EERP) (10 4 6)

AmerenUE response to 10.4 6 - AmerenUE will continue the practice of issuing
information cards to foreign and mutual aid crews as part of its overall orientation

package. In addition, AmerenUE will continue to review the orientation package
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and presentation (at least on an annual basis) for subject content and process

updates .

•

	

Continue with the 24-hour coverage practice for vegetation restoration activities, where

20% of the tree crews work through the night on an as-needed basis (10 4 8)

AmerenUE response to 10.4.8 - AmerenUE will continue to provide the appropriate

shift coverage with Vegetation Management personnel based upon the unique

requirements of each restoration effort.

•

	

Complete the review of the loss of customer call situations (12 4 1)

AmerenUE response to12.4.1 - This recommendation has a number of constituent

parts. Per the more detailed discussion in the text, Ameren's IT function and the

business lines will work together to determine all the in-bound communication

stakeholders and their needs . The anticipated call volumes will be estimated based

on the ultimate criteria for the various storm levels . Ameren already has design

information from AT&T and Stericycle (the in-bound high volume outage call

vendor) on their respective call volume capabilities. However, the test scenario

discussed in the recommendation may be more difficult than anticipated and

unattainable. This is due to AT&T having 27 different local Central Office switches

in the St. Louis area. Realistically, Ameren would have to make the phone calls in

each of the local regions covered by these switches, and access to each of the 27 local

Central Office switches may not be possible . A test scenario can be conducted

utilizing the AT&T 800 service for AmerenUE by calling the local AT&T number

for AmerenUE from a centralized location . Ameren will need to further investigate

and fully define these types of scenarios . Once these definitions are in place,

Ameren is willing to work with the vendors to complete the testing and evaluate the

results .

AmerenUE's current processes and structures are adequate for Levels I and 11 restoration efforts, but need

to be modified to support the restoration efforts of Levels III and IV The following 15 modifications will

enable existing systems, processes and structures to better support the more severe events

Make use of detailed pole loading analyses done for foreign attachment applications by

cataloging the loading data by circuit, location or other identifier The assembled

information may then be used as a data sample in future studies of loading, pole

condition, failure analysis, etc (4 4 3)
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AmerenUE response to4.4.3 - AmerenUE will evaluate the usefulness of utilizing the

information from existing pole loading analyses for studies internal to AmerenUE .

•

	

Develop and maintain current knowledge of technological developments in pole and

conductor materials and designs (4 4 4)

• AmerenUE response to4.4.4 - Ameren's Standards Department is charged with

keeping abreast of the industry's technological developments in pole and conductor

materials and designs and considers this part of its daily mission . This department

has studied various composite materials associated with distribution facilities as well

alternate design configurations. Among the more recent changes made in Ameren

construction standards have been the introduction of cambered poles, fiberglass

crossarms for distribution voltages, and armless construction configurations for

subtransmission voltages . As other opportunities present themselves that make

economic sense to pursue, Ameren Standards will give them due consideration .

•

	

Redefine the existing storm level classifications to include at least one additional level

(741)

AmerenUE response to 74.1 - AmerenUE plans to add a Level IV storm definition
to its EERP . The initial recommendation is that Level IV would be declared when

greater than 200 feeders are locked out or when greater than 200,000 customers are

without power, or both. This recommendation is still being evaluated and may be

adjusted.

•

	

Integrate all subordinate emergency plans into the master EERP (7 4 2)

AmerenUE response to 7.4.2 - AmerenUE has recently created and filled a new

position - Superintendent of Emergency Planning . It will be this person's job to

continually monitor and revise the EERP and work with all of the AmerenUE

Divisions to ensure the subordinate plans are in line with the master EERP .

Integration of all subordinate emergency plans into the master EERP, per this

recommendation, will be a part of the process . This project will be started in the

first quarter of 2008 .

•

	

Expand Section Six of the EERP to include the development of self-administered work

islands during Level III and IV storms (7 4 4)
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AmerenUE responseto 7.4.4 - The expansion of Section Six of the EERP is a priority

for AmerenUE. Development of self-administered work islands will be considered

as a part of that expansion.

• Define the process and enhance the communications between AmerenUE's Emergency

Operations Center (EOC), Resource Management and the Divisions relating to resource

volume and arrival times to assist Divisions in improving efficient crew dispatching

(1042)

AmerenUE responseto 10.4.2 - Timely communication with regard to resource

volume and arrival times is crucial during the initial stages of a storm restoration

effort. AmerenUE will define the communication process between the EOC,

Resource Management and the Divisions as it relates to incoming resources and

their estimated arrival times. AmerenUE will continue to review this process

definition (at least on an annual basis) for possible communication enhancements

between all parties . AmerenUE's existing plans to upgrade to V3 .2 of Resources on

Demand, its storm resource tracking software, will also have an impact on this

enhancement.

•

	

Refine the certified functional agent program to secure more employee participation

(1047)

AmerenUE responseto 104.7 - AmerenUE is evaluating the certified functional

agent program to determine additional training needs. This includes, but is not

limited to, adding more employees to the list and determining annual training

requirements to ensure certified employees maintain their degrees of competency .

•

	

Evaluate the AMI (Advanced Metering Infrastructure) system ability to support large

scale restoration events (11 4 3)

AmerenUE responseto 11.4 3 - AmerenUE's AMI service provider, Cellnet

Technologies, and Ameren's IT Operations Department have both made changes to

monitor the outage-related AMI functions on a consistent basis . Cellnet has tuned

various parameters in the application . Together, AmerenUE and Cellnet are

studying a number of software options given the limitations inherent in the current

AMI technology. They expect to have design specifications finalized by the end of

1Q08 .

•

	

Develop a process to deliver AmerenUE's restoration information and estimates directly

to customers in a form under AmerenUE's control (13 4 2)
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AmerenUE response to13.4.2 - The purchase of radio time and newspaper ad space
in the interest of delivering "custom" AmerenUE messages to the public is
something that has been done before, albeit on a limited scale . The potential for
negative slants to be integrated into the media/press coverage of severe weather
events does make the prospect of customizing messages for the public and
delivering them directly a more attractive strategy than it's been in the past .
AmerenUE will seriously consider using these kinds of controlled information
outlets more consistently .

•

	

Develop a critical facility list and define responsibilities and expected outcomes (13 4 3)

AmerenUE response to 13 4.3 - A critical facility list has been developed and covers
all of AmerenUE's operating territory . The initial definition of what constitutes a
"critical facility" has been determined and facilities that fall within that definition
have had their accounts coded to include them on the list . Effective 12/19/07,
customers with "critical" SIC codes appear on various screens within AmerenUE's
Outage Analysis System (OAS). Responsibility for maintenance and control of the
list is currently being defined .

•

	

Develop and perform a realistic test for EMPRV (14 4 1)

AmerenUE response to 14.4.1 - Since the 2006 storms, EMPRV's interfaces have
been replaced by faster interfaces and workflows to Oracle Purchasing, and
AmerenUE's removed the temporary interface to MMIS, the old materials
management system . In early 2008, AmerenUE will be moving to a faster server
infrastructure, which balances CPU usage during peak times. In addition to
monitoring normal performance, AmerenUE plans to hold special post-storm
meetings to address process, application, and workflow issues for purposes of
achieving continuous improvement in this area .

•

	

Develop an implementation plan for Resources on Demand (3 0) to support the logistics
function and all contractors and mutual aid crews (15 4 1)

AmerenUE response to 15.41 - Version 3.2 of Resources on Demand is currently
being configured with AmerenUE information and should be ready for
implementation at the start of 2008 . Training on the upgrade is tentatively
scheduled for mid-January of 2008 .
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Develop a restoration communications process that uses the EOC informational
dashboard and twice daily conference calls to obtain and provide timely and consistent
information to all external communications stakeholders (13 4 1)

AnrerenUE response to 13.4.1 - The manner in which AmerenUE deals with the
restoration of storm-related outages has fallen under far greater scrutiny in recent

years. In light of this, AmerenUE is in agreement that a more standardized method
of communication with both internal and external stakeholders during these types
of events is necessary . AmerenUE Corporate Communications will work to identify
those stakeholders and their respective needs and collaborate with EOC personnel
on the development of informational "templates" that can be used to transfer
information from the EOC to those stakeholders during severe weather events .

Refine and formally adopt a Corporate Communications Strategy (13 4 4)

AmerenUE response to 13.4.4 - Communication with the customer and public
engagement in general have become very important for AmerenUE over the last
couple of years . And while many new branding and communication initiatives are
afoot, there is no centrally documented Corporate Communications Strategy
binding these actisities together . AmerenUE is currently developing such a
strategy

• Continue enhancing the outage determination business logic in the Outage Analysis
System (OAS) to improve the estimation of Expected Restoration Times and resource
requirements during Level III and Level IV restorations (114 1)

AnrerenUE response to 11 .4.1 - This recommendation has a number of constituent

parts. In response to the more detailed discussion in the text, the issue of multiple
damage points downstream from a protective device is related to the OAS analysis
engine and how it "groups" outages, as well as to the use of its partial restoration
capability. AmerenUE will have to organize a team of business experts to discuss
enhancements to the analysis engine before any changes can be implemented in
OAS. Regarding counts of damaged assets, OAS's OA6C screen was designed and
implemented to capture the detailed construction needs on a specific order, though
it is not often used. An AmerenUE team will have to convene to review this existing
screen and determine policy and requirements for its expanded use . Regarding
OAS support of a "quick damage assessment process," another team would have to
be formed to understand what information (other than what comes in from the OAS
call) can be collected and entered in order for an algorithm or process to determine
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a high level damage assessment. In the mean time, an update ERT process Has put

into place in the last year to improve ERT accuracy and customer communication .

Given this, AmerenUE will continue to use the new ERT process and monitor

customer and media feedback regarding its effectiveness .

The following 10 enhancements will help ensure that AmerenUE's T&D system is significantly robust to

minimize future damage, and that future restoration efforts support the reasonable return of all AmcrcnUE

customers in the shortest time possible

Develop, design, and implement an initial damage assessment methodology to be

conducted during the first six hours of the event that provides the appropriate

determination of the storm classification, estimated required restoration resources, and

initial restoration time estimates appropriate for public communication (9 4 1)

AmerenUE response to9.4.1 - Initial damage assessment is probably one of the most

critical aspects of storm restoration . The EERP addresses this issue and lays the

groundwork for development, design, and implementation . The next step is, within

the framework of the subordinate emergency plans, to establish how the assessment

is implemented at the division level . The Superintendent of Emergency Planning

will be working with the Missouri divisions to review and revise their storm plans in

2008. This item will part of that review .

Adopt a "Restoration Work Island" approach under Level III and IV emergency

conditions (1043)

AmerenUE response to10.4.3 - AmerenUE has used the "Restoration Work Island"

approach in the past in isolated instances, with a good degree of success . AmerenUE

will continue to research and evaluate this approach as a storm restoration practice

under particular emergency conditions .

•

	

Use the 800 network in front of Customer Service SystemIlVRU (Integrated Voice

Response Unit) to enhance call-taking capacity and information capabilities (12 4 2)

AmerenUE response to 12.4.2 - This recommendation would require that all

AmerenUE calls would need to be converted to 800-service . The local numbers

would need to be eliminated, which would take several years due to the local

numbers needing to be removed from the phone book, internet, and customers'

speed dial lists . Ameren will need to investigate if a unique message can be played

to each individual customer based upon each customer's Automated Number

Identification (ANI) . Ultimately, AmerenUE will need further clarification from
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KEMA on this suggested recommendation before any degree of commitment can be

made.

• Modify the OAS data structure to capture outage root cause and affected components

better, supporting post-storm infrastructure analysis or create a dedicated forensic

database (3 4 3)

AmerenUE response to 3.4.3 - AmerenUE is willing to investigate this further in

terms of how the necessary data would be captured, who would enter it, and how it

would be extracted for analysis . Preliminarily, a team (perhaps including

Construction Standards personnel) would need to identify what criteria and

associated data should be required for supporting a forensic analysis . Then a

determination can be made as to how to best capture the information and where it

should be entered. AmerenUE will plan for establishing the criteria and data

requirements in 2008 and implementing a solution thereafter .

•

	

Institute a formal Forensic Analysis process to run concurrently with damage assessment

(743)

AmerenUE response to 7.4.3 - The development of a formal forensic analysis

procedure that is integrated into the damage assessment phase of storm restoration

activity is currently being evaluated .

•

	

Develop design standards and guidelines related to NESC construction grades (B or C)

and to specific applications in the service territory (4 4 2)

AmerenUE response to4.4.2, - In early 2007 AmerenUE made a decision to "early

adopt" the 2007 version of the National Electric Safety Code (NESC), that is, before

the State of Missouri endorsed it as its version of choice. The Ameren Standards

Department is currently working to incorporate all provisions of the code into its

next revision of the Construction Standards, to be released in early 2008 . In the

mean time, AmerenUE incorporated the NESC's new "extreme ice loading" criteria

into its replacement and build-out strategy for all 34kV and 69kV construction as of

March 2007. which exceeds the code's original intent . The Standards Department

continues to study expanded applications of B-grade construction in those instances

where reliability stands to improve and it makes economic sense .

•

	

Develop a statistical analysis methodology to ensure that maintenance is optimal for

different classes of line equipment (5 4 1)
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AmerenUE responseto5.4.! - AmerenUE will analyze the data returning from the

circuit and device inspections to determine optimal maintenance policies .

AmerenUE expects to complete the first study in 2008 and will refresh the analysis

on an annual basis . In addition, AmerenUE will utilize an existing proprietary

methodology, developed in conjunction with another consulting firm, to analyze

equipment life cycles for optimum replacement policies .

• Enhance the internal informational dashboard displaying current and historical

information during the progression of the storm that includes customer outage and

restoration resource levels (10 4 1)

AmerenUE responseto 10.4.1 - AmerenUE currently has an informational

dashboard that provides information as the storm restoration progresses .

Enhancements to the dashboard are being evaluated .

•

	

Evaluate the benefits and risks of providing temporary repairs to customers' weather head

equipment under emergency conditions (10 4 9)

AmerenUE response to 104.9 - There are many issues surrounding this

recommendation that will have an effect outside the realm of AmerenUE . Further

evaluation and study will be required in this area.

•

	

Integrate the CeliNet system into the restoration verification process during Level III and

IV events to the extent of the current AMI technology's capabilities (114 2)

AmerenUE response to 11.4.2 - AmerenUE and its AMI vendor, Cellnet

Technologies, have been investigating the capabilities and limitations inherent in the

AMI technology. Together they are defining software specifications that could

potentially improve restoration verification functions during larger scale severe

weather events .

It should be noted that many of these activities have already been started by AmerenUE as part of their

continuous improvement program Consistent with the EERP, the company completed a series of post-

event debriefings From these debriefings, a number of actions and recommendations were developed to

enhance the company's ability to respond to future events of a similar nature and impact Many of the

resulting action items have been completed at the time of publication, while others are still a work in

progress

This report is an evaluation of the AmerenUE's storm restoration response to the 2006 major storms The

report details a number of conclusions reached by KEMA during the review These conclusions have been
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shared with AmercnUE personnel and the ensuing recommendations designed to address the identified
opportunities have been developed jointly The detailed findings, conclusions and recommendations
constitute the body of this report
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Introduction

1 . Introduction

1.1 Background

In an effort to learn from the past to improve the future, the management of the Missouri
Operations of Ameren Corporation engaged KEMA Inc to conduct a study of the
adequacy of the company's ability to prepare for and respond to severe weather events
The scope of this engagement included reviews of the company's emergency restoration

plans and processes, evaluation of the system damage incurred during 2006 storms and
review of company programs in the area of infrastructure design and maintenance This
report details the methodology used by KEMA to collect and analyze information, the
findings resulting from that analysis, the conclusions, and recommendations for actions
that KEMA believes would generally contribute to improvement in the company's ability
to manage severe weather events

Throughout this report, we refer to the Company, as "AmerenUE" and it should be noted
that the review and work reported herewith involved only the Missouri operations of
Ameren Corporation or AmerenUE All findings, conclusions, and recommendations
reported apply to only to the Missouri operations of the company

1 .2 Situation

KEMA

The geographic area in which AmerenUE provides electric service is often subject to
severe weather The weather can take the form of significant ice storms with menacing
accumulation, tornadoes, lightning, and severe thunderstorms that can occur with little or
no warning on any hot summer day The impact of severe weather on an electric
transmission and distribution system can vary greatly from one occurrence to another
The storm impact is dependent upon many variables, including such things as the specific

geographic area affected, age and condition of the electric facilities, vegetation density
and condition both inside and outside the utility easement, and electric system operating
configuration at the time of the event In all cases however, AmerenUE, like many other
electric utilities around the country, strives to ensure that electric service is maintained
during weather events and when interruptions do occur, strives to restore service in the
fastest possible time while maintaining safety of the electric system for the public and the
workforce

In 2006, the central US, including Missouri and the AmerenUE territory, experienced
many storms that were considered unusual and severe As illustrated in Exhibit 1-1,
recent weather records show that severe weather is becoming more common in all parts
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The findings of the KEMA investigation indicate that AmerenUE does a credible job in
all areas of design, construction, operation, and maintenance of the electnc system
AmerenUE's practices in these areas are consistent with industry standards and what is
considered good utility practice However, KEMA also found that the vegetation
management program and pole inspection programs prior to the 2006 storms were
insufficient due to budget cuts in 2003 AmerenUE was still m the process of ramping up
the pole inspection and vegetation management programs at the moment both programs
were tested by severe weather events Apart from the budgeting issue, there are
opportunities for improvement and KEMA has identified the areas that we believe can be
improved for future outage prevention and restoration Overall, the AmerenUE system
design, construction, operation, and maintenance indicate that the infrastructure is sound
and is of the quality one would expect of a leading electnc utility The improvements are

primarily focused on a review and continuous improvement process (record keeping,
analysis, business case development and feedback), aiming at maintaining the current
system integrity and performance levels

Given this general assessment, why did AmerenUE customers experience extended
electnc service outages dunng storms such as the events of 2006? In summary, the
weather experienced in the 2006 storms examined by KEMA was of severity and
localized intensity that the utility infrastructure was not designed to withstand, nor would
be expected to withstand, using industry accepted design and construction methods
Furthermore, the expectation of an electnc utility to build a system that would withstand
such weather is questionable when considering the potential impact on rates and public
concern over aesthetics of utility facilities in their community

In order to ensure that an electric system has adequate storm resilience, a utility must
undertake an extensive analysis to quantify both the probability of certain weather
conditions and the probability of the infrastructure to withstand those conditions over an
expected facility life in excess of thirty years Add to this the changes in community
development, community regulations on utility construction, growth of vegetation and
impact of private landowners and public official's management of vegetation, and the
variables to consider in building a storm-hardened system become quite numerous
System hardening is not simply about putting in stronger poles or placing facilities
underground It is about, as always in regulated utility environments, doing the best

possible job with the resources available while maintaining a reasonable cost structure
against good service reliability to meet the needs of consumers An infrastructure can be
built that will withstand severe weather, but the cost is prohibitive to customers and
regulators
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When a significant storm occurs leaving hundreds of thousands of customers without
service, there is an expectation by the customers, the Commission and the local and state
governments that AmerenUE will work to restore service quickly This is a reasonable
expectation, however, the time required to achieve the restoration of all customers could
take days if not weeks depending on the seventy of the damage AmerenUE, like other
utilities, has a formal plan to manage the restoration efforts, which has been proven to
work well in smaller storm events However, the 2006 storms were not normal, leaving
over 650,000 customers in July and 270,000 customers m December without service for
an extended period AmerenUE had never experienced storms of these magnitudes and
had to adapt its proven plan to the demands created by these events

Realizing the magnitude, AmerenUE quickly began the process of obtaining additional
resources from both contractors and mutual aid utility partners AmcrenUE mobilized its
own forces to begin the damage assessment, first response, and tree removal to permit the
process of determining the extent of the damage as well as clearing the easements to
allow line crews to begin the re-construction of the sub-transmission and distribution
systems This initial activity brought together numerous resources to orchestrate all the
preliminary activities to receive the additional resources and get them actively restoring
the systems

In parallel, the Emergency Operations Center (EOC) began assembling the information to
be given to senior management, government officials and the customers The core plan
served AmerenUE well as it provided the basic blueprint for conducting these activities

AmerenUE had implemented a number of leading edge practices that smoothed the
transition from normal to complex emergency operations
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2 . Project Approach and Methodology
KEMA approaches projects of this type with techniques and tools that support both the quantitative and
qualitative analyses that are required for a full understanding of the operations and organizations under
study Because much of the project involves analysis of data from various systems and reports, a number
of data modeling and analysis techniques are employed The following outline presents that approach
used by KEMA in the AmerenUE study

•

	

Data collection

- Request detailed information

- Data interpretation and integration

•

	

Interviews

- Talk with key players in the areas of focus

- Review and confirm the data collected

- Seek information on issues identified in discussion

•

	

Analysis/synthesis

- All information reviewed, analyzed, integrated, etc

- Identification of areas for further study

- Preliminary findings and conclusions

•

	

Follow-on information collection and verification

•

	

Conclusions and recommendations

AmerenUE
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Infrastructure Review

3 .1 Data and Analysis
The infrastructure review is a forensic analysis of AmerenUE's distribution system
focused on the product of two main events, the July 2006 severe thunderstorm and the
December 2006 ice storm The July storm event is actually composed of two separate
storm systems, the first occurring on July l9` h and the second occurring on July 21't The
storm paths of both systems were different, however, the type of storms, both
characterized by unusually high wind speeds and tornados that occasionally accompany
severe thunderstorms, were very similar and therefore considered as one event The July
storms are therefore analyzed collectively The second event, the December storm event
occurred on November 30" and continued through December I' t

Storms are complex systems and therefore inherently complex in defining severity
Several standardized methodologies have been used to classify storms Two widely
accepted methods employed here are 1) the general definition of a severe thunderstorm
and 2) the Saffir-Simpson Humcane Scale

3 .1.1 Definition of the July Storm Event

KEMAk

A severe thunderstorm produces hall at least three-quarters of an inch in
diameter, has wind speeds of 58 miles per hour or higher, or produces a tornado
About one in ten thunderstorms are classified as severe Some of the most severe
thunderstorms occur when a single thunderstorm affects one location for an
extended time Warm humid conditions are highly favorable for the development
of thunderstorm systems

All of these factors were applied in the July storm event that was preceded by
extreme heat, reached recorded wind speeds of 92 miles per hour m several
locations and produced several tornados These wind speeds are comparative to
the upper bound of a Category One Humcane (wind speeds of 74-95 miles per
hour) according to the Saffir-Simpson Hurricane Scale It is typical for the forces
created by a Category One wind to cause damage to vegetation and unanchored
structures

http //www fema gov/hazard/thunderstorm
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3.1 .2 Definition of the December Storm Event

The December storm event is characterized by sleet, freezing rain and gusts of
wind Frozen rain and sleet will accumulate to create a larger surface area,
effectively increasing the force winds impose on affected structures The sheer
weight of ice accumulations also plays a significant role in testing the structural
integrity

Downed vegetation and structures as was frequent in both storm events (i c ,

poles, streetlights) will negatively impact the outage response time as normal
transportation is obstructed thus hindering restoration efforts

These storm events will be evaluated in more detail m the sections preceding the
forensic analyses of each event as their severity is crucial to determining what the
normal expectations of anticipated damage are, and to provide key insights into
explaining root causes of damage

3 .1 .3 Analysis Methodology

3.1 .3 .1

	

Data collected

The forensic analysis performed was primarily analytical (statistical)
in nature and therefore data intensive and dependent The following
is a summary of data received

•

	

Outage Assessment System (OAS) Database - Provides outage
records for storm and non-storm outage events (2001-2007)

• Pole Audit Database - Provides important pole attributes (i c
install date, type, height, size and more) along with a location
and pole tag for reference Also provides subjective information
about vegetation density relative to a pole

Pole Inspected and Treatment Database - Provides pole
inspection and rejection rates and a pole tag for reference There
is data containing 1999-2003 records and 2003-2007 records
with different attributes, and different practices that apply

• Vegetation Management - Vegetation related spending along
with circuit lengths, customer counts and years since last trim on
a per feeder basis
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3.1.3.2

	

Interviews

KEMA 4(

•

	

Customer Counts - Total approximated customer counts on a per
circuit basis

• Distribution Operation Job Management system (DOJM)
Summaries - Work management system that provides materials
supplied per district

AmcrenUE Territory Maps - The maps support tying asset and
storm information to the geography as defined by AmerenUE 's
service territory

• Historical Storm Data - Historical storm information plays a
significant role in the analysis as primary root cause, exposing

potentially latent deficiencies such as pole overloading, sporadic
vegetation management, pole deterioration, etc The data consists
of wind speeds at locations, storm paths and eyewitness expert
accounts

3.1.3.3

	

Data Analysis

In addition to the electronic and hardcopy data received, interviews
captured useful information for interpreting the data and provided
instrumental insight into the underlying procedures and practices

The data received served several important functions and was
assessed and filtered accordingly Three lines of data gathering and
analysis can be distinguished and provide the following information

I Provide a baseline, which is the state of the system prior to the
storms impact This is determined by what the system is comprised
of (pole attributes and general circuit attributes - this can be defined
as the exposure to the storm and exposure to vegetation), system
conditions (e g pole inspection results, vegetation densities, etc) and
methodologies and practices (e g pole inspection and vegetation
management programs) held by the company leading up to the
events This provides insight into why the system is in the current
condition and may form the basis for recommendations for
improvement and / or show what practices are noteworthy and have
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helped in mitigating damages that the system has sustained during
the storm events

2 Determine the seventy of the storms that attacked AmerenUE's
sub-transmission and distribution systems

3 Ascertain the level of damages sustained due to the storm events
and how this damage has impacted customers The number of
sustained (extended) outages per circuit primarily defined severity of
damages Also, the number of locked out feeders, poles issued and
conductor issued have been used as indicators

The extent of damage sustained determined which districts to
investigate These districts are Berkeley, Dorsett, Geraldine,
Jefferson, Mackenzie and St Charles (St Charles did not play as
significant a role in outage events during the December storm event
and is therefore omitted from the findings for that event) The
combined area covered by these districts held the majority of the
outages in both the July and December storm events KEMA
compared the baseline with the damages sustained in order to
determine vulnerabilities, system strengths and what role AmerenUE
practices may have played Storm analysis results were also
compared with each other where practical These comparisons were
made primarily by descriptive statistics (numerical correlations) and
visual interpretation of geographical mapping of key indicators

After a partial analysis, the results were then reviewed in a
comprehensive fashion to generate and underwrite partial findings
Some analysis results may trigger a certain line of additional analysis
and collection of newly required data Conclusions based on these
findings are drawn and used to generate recommendations aimed at
mitigating future risks Such recommendations may span from
decreasing the impact of equipment failure during comparable storm
conditions, hardening the system or to improving relevant practices
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3 .2

3.2 .1

Sum of CustomerIntenup5ons
CauseCode

	

Descn Lion

AmerenUE and Comparative Data

Baseline information

The Outage Analysis System (OAS) tracks AmerenUE's system performance
The data captured OAS provides insight into the daily system reliability metrics
and outage causes and components involved Whereas the number of customers
affected and outage duration is collected m an automated fashion, the quality of
the failure data depends on the capability of the trouble crews or Field checkers
to assess the failed component and cause of failure As the work ticket for
restoration can only be closed out upon entry of such data the quantity of data is
not in jeopardy However, the cause assessment is often a judgment call and the
option to enter "UNKNOWN CAUSE" may skew realistic figures, especially
during storm conditions Exhibit 3-1 below provides a summary of this data for
the six districts under investigation, useful to interpret recent trends

Yr
2002 2003 2004 2005 2006

Note The asterisk indicates that the cause code can be used for both electric and gas
Exhibit 3-1 : Annual number of sustained customer interruptions by cause code (for the six districts

under investigation, including storms)

Note The asterisk indicates that the cause code can be used for both electric and gas
Exhibit 3-lExhibit 3-1 2007 data only Includes data through June

The data in this Exhibit 3-1 is the result before processing the raw OAS data with
a proprietary algorithm This algorithm cleans up unlikely records like lightning

KEMA4(

2007 Grand Total % of Total I

AA AMRMRTAMEREN' 346 337 304 393 813 77 2270 0030%
AD AMERENDIG IN ' 173 809 60 634 14 1691 0022%
AN ANIMAL 12841 30,759 26,906 33684 33560 8228 145978 907%
CE CUSTOMERS EQUIP 2268 3434 1990 2155 1963 680 12490 0 63%

FIRE NON AMEREN' 1184 1 594 263 790 1116 233 5170 0068%
LS LOSS OF SUPPLY' 174 128 50 43 98 40 533 0007%
LT TRANSMISSION' 167 2464 57 513 6959 1 10161 0133%
OA #N/A 6 5 11 0000%
OE OTHERIEXPLAIN' 18,167 32,937 62,857 45103 94353 10596 264013 3448%
OL OVERLOADED 17144 25409 2214 19600 6663 2366 73396 0959%
OM OH MALFUNCTION 217 265 280 377 307 412 308 210 647 731 99 682 1 860 677 24 02 °
OP OPER ERROR 22455 23154 43283 20 130 22175 625 131822 1722%
PA PREARRANGED 109 217 96 749 73 221 75 722 96 280 54 586 505 775 6606%
PE PUBLIC EXCAVATION' 4 178 2666 2 179 2637 5481 386 17527 0229%
PU PUBLIC NO VEHICLE' 9437 12445 14158 9090 15380 5286 65796 0859%
PV PUBLIC VEHICLE' 36969 61691 35522 56488 39392 28,774 258,836 3381%
SM SUB MALFUNCTION 52092 70385 64796 60867 67605 6592 322337 4210%
TB TREE BROKE 107492 182715 273780 236708 593574 171,153 1,565422 20446%
TC TREE CONTACT 140432 125708 174 132 159653 458748 83909 1 142 582 4923%
TT TREE TRIMMERS 548 1449 865 863 9,293 1,945 14963 0 95%
UM UG MALFUNCTION 62234 72886 61851 54552 44830 24,427 320780 4190%
UN UNKNOWN CAUSE 67 955 112 085 162 787 142 299 386 191 62 903 934 220 12202' .
Grand Total 882 744 1 139 363 1 309441 1 229 560 2 532 839 562 503 7656450 00000%
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tree related SAIFI, with major events removed, is trending downward in
recent years Specifically, K�MA noted the following

- 0 35 in 2005,

- 0 33 in 2006, and

- 0 23 year to date in 2007

Note that the trend of tree-related outages during calm weather conditions is
essentially flat

Analysis of the districts under investigation results m a similar finding that the
number of outages trends up over the years with the exception of Jefferson It
should be noted that Mackenzie has feeders that show 100% of the outages
attributed to trees Geraldine and Berkeley have the highest outages due to trees
in normal weather conditions

Storms affect areas to varying degrees or levels of severity Because maps are
often one of the best tools to describe storm severity it is useful to define the
system in terms of location as well Specifically, generated maps as well as
various traditional �xhibits are used in this analysis to aid this visual approach
The baseline findings are targeted at those districts where a majority

(approximately 86%) of the storm related outages has occurred

The baseline system inventory shown in �xhibit 3-3 lists the relevant system
attributes by district

�xhibit 3-3 : Selected System Characteristics

General Conductor
District Feeders Customers OH (mi) UG (mi)

	

Total (mi) UG (%)
Berkeley 221 136,419 1,18015 35582 1,53598 2317%
Dorsett 148 99,677 1,03033 550 22 1,58055 3481%
Geraldine 358 140,347 89416 21574 1,10989 1944%
Jefferson 103 88,033 2,49352 565 33 3 058 85 1848%
Mackenzie 294 192,779 1,25773 51347 1,771 20 2899%
St Charles 56 58,794 551 32 471 36 1,02267 4609%
Total 1,180 716,049 7,40721 2,67194 10,07914 2651%

Note there was a period of several months between the storm events, the
statistics shown in this �xhibit are based on a snapshot of this information
after the July storms and may have varied prior to the December storm
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Units are subjective, the product of the Average Vegetation Density (see Exhibit
3-10) and poles/square mile (see Exhibit 3-4), on a per census area basis

To better understand the condition of the system leading up to the storm events,
AmerenUE's pole inspection and treatment program and vegetation management
program have been investigated

From 1991 to 1997 AmerenUE performed pole inspections by maps at a rate
of approximately 10% of the total sub-transmission and feeder backbone
poles (200,000 poles) The selection of poles to inspect was largely based on
its being a cyclical program No data was available from this period

• From 1997 to 2003 AmerenUE changed the program to a targeted selection
and performed the inspections by circuit AmerenUE started with electronic
data capturing in the year 1999

•

	

In 2003 there was an apparent budget cut resulting in a negligible amount of
pole inspections in the area under investigation

• From 2004 to 2007 Utilimap took over from Osmose and again reverted to a
cyclical selection of poles Data up to 2006 was available but due to
reporting differences, some of the analysis performed on the 1999-2002
could not be repeated for the 2004-2006 data Exhibit 3-12 provides the
relevant data and analysis results

•

	

Before 2003 auditing was conducted on a part-time basis while after 2003
two full-time AmerenUE employees were dedicated to that function

General Pole inspections 1999-2002 Pole inspections 2004-2006

Avg
Age % of % % Avg % of % Avg

District Poles (2007) Inspections Total Reject Decay Age Inspections Total Reject Age
Berkeley 58,099 35 80 6,780 1167% 615% 1822% 2853 2,528 435% 324% 32 52
Dorsett 42,785 35 56 7,224 1688% 411% 1830% 23 97 906 212% 132% 29 42
Geraldine 65,674 35 95 6,674 1016% 921% 2077% 30 16 2,559 390% 379% 33 80
Jefferson 66 309 31 92 4,186 631% 272% 1691% 26 41 1205 182% 481% 26 42
Mackenzie 39,940 39 62 5,723 1433% 521% 1520% 29 31 4,993 1250% 381% 36 26
St Charles 15,590 31 77 1,615 1036% 452% 1077% 22 75 808 518% 557% 34 14
Total 288 397 32 202 12,999
Avera e 48,066 35 10 5,367 1162% 532% 1670% 26 85 2,167 498% 376% 32 10

Exhibit 3-12: Pole Inspection and Treatment Program results
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The average pole age in 2007 is 35 1 years in the six distracts The average in the
Midwest ranges from 33 to 36 years

The pole rejection rates (poles that did not pass inspections as a function of total
poles inspected) before and after the program changed are different With the
targeted approach the average reject rate was higher (5 32%) than the cyclical
approach afterwards (3 76%) The average age of inspected poles was
comparable 3 This indicates that the targeted poles must have been selected based
on criticality (impact of failure) and perceived condition, independent of age

The inspection rate represents the average number of poles inspected annually as
a function of the total number of poles m each respective district (percentage of
total) This number needs adjustment over the time periods reported here (four
years and three years, respectively) and a correction for the total number of poles
versus poles inspected (the total number of poles include lateral poles) It is
assumed that a ratio of three lateral poles to one sub-transmission and feeder
backbone pole exists "Back-calculating" against this assumption results in
inspection rates of 11% (1999-2002) and 6% (2004-2006) The inspection rate
after the budget cut in 2003 is ramping up to the target level of 10% (being 8 5%
in 2006)

As seen from Exhibit 3-12, there is a strong positive correlation between average
pole age at inspection and the rejection and decay rates for the data between 1999
and 2002 The rates are higher at elevated average ages per district This is also
true for the general trend per pole as can be seen from Exhibit 3-13

a Important to note here is the difference between the average age now (2007) and the average age at
inspection It is impossible to reconstruct the average age of the entire population at inspection but it can
be approximated by adding the difference between now and then (i e the average age has gone up by 1
year a year as the number of poles added and replaced by pro-active programs, road widening projects
or as a result of weather events is relatively small)
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From these two references it can be concluded that vegetation management
spending requires more attention with respect to trees in the urban areas under
review and that funding for cycle work may need to increase along with growing
vegetation density

3.2.2 July Storm Event

3.2.2 .1

	

July Storm Event Severity

KEMA k

A deadly heat wave swept across the United States during the third
week of July 2006 Each afternoon temperatures topped out near or
above the century mark with heat indices reaching above 115° F in
some locations In all, 22 deaths in 10 states were blamed on the
excessive heat during that week

19 July 2006 Round One of Severe Weather

On July 19th, after reaching a high temperature of 100 degrees, a
cluster of thunderstorms, also known as a mesoscale convective
system, formed across Northern Illinois and propagated southwest
across West Central Illinois and Eastern Missouri The outflow
boundary and the thunderstorm complex produced straight-line
winds and downbursts that created widespread wind damage from
Central Illinois across the St Louis Metropolitan Area and into the
Eastern Ozarks The damage sustained in the St Louis Metropolitan
Area was consistent with wind speeds between 70 and 80 mph
Areas of damage across Illinois suggested that wind speeds could
have approached 90 mph Two tornado tracks were also uncovered
across Southwest Illinois near the towns of Bunker Hill and
Edwardsville Over 500,000 customers lost power, and thus no air
conditioning

A State of Emergency was declared for the St Louis Area, and the
Governor called in the National Guard to help with heat evacuations
and clean-up efforts from the severe thunderstorms The temperature
rose near 100 degrees once again on Thursday and heat index values
were as high as 115 degrees in the affected region
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3.2.2 .2 July Storm Outages

The areas reviewed sustained a large number of outages Exhibit
3-19 provides a summary of these outages per distract The outage
data, coming from the OAS, per incident (components involved and
corresponding root cause) is summarized on a per feeder basis
Subsequent analysis focused on a per feeder basis, with the
aggregated results summanzed to the distnet level

Exhibit 3-19 : July Storm, Outage Summary by District

Berkeley experienced the highest percentage of feeders locked out
during the storm (74%) The average among all the distracts is
approximately 47%

The number of poles and miles of conductor issued during the storm
represent the number of failed poles and downed conductor As part
of the forensic analysis these two data points provide a glimpse of
the pole and wire failure rates The failure rate for storms can be
compared as a function of the area exposed (number of poles and
circuit length) and wind speeds The results are compiled from
AmerenUE's work and materials management system, abbreviated
as DOJM, and presented in Exhibit 3-20

KEMAk

General Lockout Statistics

District Feeders Customers Feeders Lockout Customers
Outage
Events

Berkeley 221 136,419 164 7421% 118,326 3,123
Dorsett 148 99,677 58 39 19% 36,648 676
Geraldine 358 140,347 163 4553% 87,625 2,309
Jefferson 103 88,033 27 2621% 24,522 380
Mackenzie 294 192,779 120 4082% 93,014 1,686
St Charles 56 58,794 26 4643% 24,636 444
Total 1,180 716,049 558 4729% 384,771 8,618
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Exhibit 3-20: July Storm, Pole and conductor installation data from DOJM

The total number of poles issued and assumed to have failed is 290
and is relatively low From this Exhibit it appears that the highest
pole failure rate occurred in Mackenzie and the highest wire failure
rate was in Geraldine (although this may be because most of the
conductor was issued and not necessarily used in Geraldme) The
pole failure rate by district correlates positively with average pole
age provided in Exhibit 3-12 (correlation factor 0 8) The total
overall pole failure rate of 0 10% for this storm is comparable or
lower than the failure rate expected based on the given wind speeds
and KEMA's storm damage model which results in rates between
0 10% and 0 28%) Note this model only provides calibrated results
for poles during windstorms Downbursts may have had additional
local impact on increased pole failure rates, bringing the total
average even lower and this indicating better system performance (in
terms of storm resilience)

There are several approaches to define the root cause of the damage
or failure resulting in a customer outage The root causes employed
in this investigation are tree (further categorized by tree broken, tree
contact, tree other and tree unknown), equipment (mechanical and/or
electrical failure), and lightning, other and unknown as shown in
Exhibit 3-21 Exhibit 3-22 provides a graphical summary of outage
event root causes by district The size of each pie chart is relative to
the number of outage events As implied by this Exhibit, the
dominant root cause for the July storm is tree related, approximately
an average of 62% (from Exhibit 3-21) Comparing these results with
the vegetation density weighted by pole density, as provided in
Exhibit 3-11, confirms what should be expected based on exposure
Berkeley sustained the highest amount of tree related outages,

KEMAk
District Poles

Down %
Conductor Down

(ml)
Berkeley 55 009% 219 006%
Dorsett 20 005% 1 40 005%
Geraldine 78 012% 26 58 091%
Jefferson 20 003% 0 67 001%
Mackenzie 103 026% 5 72 015%
St Charles 14 009% 0 90 006%
Total 290 010% 37 46 018%
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approximately 67% and Jefferson experienced the least amount,
approximately 44%

Exhibit 3-21 : July Storm, Root Cause by District

KEMA re-analyzed the data to identify the distinction between
Tree Broke, Tree Contact and Tree Other These tree related root
causes were deduced from root cause codes TB, TC and `tree
other', which refers to any other tree related code Tree total is a
summation of all tree related root causes

There is a substantial percentage of root causes, 23%, defined as
unknown If unknowns were removed from the analysis, the
average root causes for all districts would be approximately 81%
tree, 3% lightning, 11% equipment and 5% others

K EM Ak

District
Tree
Broke

Tree
Contact

Tree
Other

TREE
(total) Lightning Equipment Others Unknown

Berkeley 2770% 2140% 1780% 6690% 144% 788% 397% 1910%
Dorsett 2220% 2060% 1190% 5470% 251% 1006% 1021% 2250%
Geraldine 2020% 2230% 1850% 6100% 359% 866% 204% 2250%
Jefferson 1180% 2320% 890% 4390% 447% 526% 711% 3920%
Mackenzie 2060% 1960% 1860% 5880% 243% 1002% 320% 2510%
St Charles 2510% 2170% 940% 5620% 180% 541% 338% 3290%
Averaqe 2340% 2160% 1680% 6180% 245% 844% 390% 2300%
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this assessment has some uncertainty as the large group of unknown
outage causes may contain pole breakages to a larger extent as it was
reported within the equipment category Assuming that the total 11%
equipment category (after correction for the unknown category) is
comprised of a maximum of 4% pole breakages, this would yield a
potential 4% improvement in case a 100% effective pole inspection
and treatment program can be implemented and/or 100% adherence
to pole loading calculations can be achieved at any time Therefore,
there is no evidence of these being relevant root causes

The applied estimate of a maximum of 4% pole breakages within the
equipment category can be venfied against dedicated root
component data in the OAS Exhibit 3-23 shows such data It can be
seen that outages with structure as root component arc limited by
2 19% of the total and 2 4% as an approximated maximum after
correcting for the unknowns This further assumes that there are no
pole related outages within the equipment category

Exhibit 3-23 : July Storm, Root Components

Note that root component "trees" is ambiguous and may imply a
root cause rather than a system component

KEMA

The next line of analysis relates the vegetation management
program's results to the feeders that were locked out during the
stone (as reported in Exhibit 3-19) The average period since last
cycle trim for each feeder has been analyzed per district Also the
average circuit length and spending per mile (over the period 2004-
2006) has been analyzed related to the topped feeders The results
are provided in Exhibit 3-24

District Structures Trees Wire Equipment Unknown
Berkeley 231% 2341% 3346% 2978% 1105%
Dorsett 296% 2766% 2175% 3994% 769%
Geraldine 208% 2100% 3378% 3465% 849%
Jefferson 289% 2632% 1342% 3395% 2342%
Mackenzie 178% 2272% 3167% 3529% 854%
St Charles 180% 2162% 2725% 3896% 1036%
Averaqe 219% 2300% 3107% 3362% 1012%
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Exhibit 3-24 : July Storm, Vegetation Management related

The average tune between the last cycle trim and the July storm, 2 79
years (tnpped feeders) and 2 42 years (feeders not tripped) show the
presence of cycle work backlog The average time since last cycle
trim in these urban areas is expected to be approximately two years
plus a portion of the average time required to trim the feeders Based
on a four year cycle, some feeders will have a period since last trim
approaching four years while others were just trimmed On average
this will result in two years The analysis further shows that the
average time between the last cycle trim and the July storm for
tripped feeders is higher than for feeders not tripped The difference
is not much but it is present This may indicate the need for enhanced
backlog reduction to revert to cycle work and/or the attention for
danger trees during cycle work

The tripped feeders have on average longer circuit lengths than the
non-tnpped feeders that have less exposure to the impact of trees
The application of mid-point reclosers to lengthy circuits, where not
already available, may provide benefit under storm circumstances as
well as daily reliability metrics

The average spend per circuit mile indicates vegetation density (and
to a certain extent catching up with cycle work over this period)
According to this indicator, the vegetation density is highest in
Berkeley, Dorsett and Geraldine This corresponds well with the
findings based on the pole audit data (related to vegetation density -

KEMAk

District

Avg Yrs
Since Trim
(Tripped
Fdrs .)

Avg Yrs
Since Trim

(Non-
tripped
Fdrs)

Avg. OH (mi)
(Tripped
Fdrs .)

Avg. OH (mi)
(Non-tripped

Fdrs .)

Avg Trim
$TOH mile
(Tripped
Fdrs )

Avg Trim
$/OH mile

(Non-tripped
Fdrs )

Berkeley 3 25 2 19 6 14 2 82 $13,047 $9,448
Dorsett 3 20 2 42 8 55 6 54 $10,476 $10,488

Geraldine 3 39 2 77 3 70 1 63 $9,629 $6,724
Jefferson 2 80 2 49 25 36 23 95 $6,228 $5,960
Mackenzie 1 89 215 4 98 3 56 $8,453 $8,543
St Charles 2 23 2 47 11 68 8 25 $8,377 $5,594
Average 2 79 2 42 10 07 7 79 $9,368 $7,793
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ice on trees and power lines and gusty northwest winds produced
widespread downed trees and power outages

3.2.3 .2

	

December Storm Outages

KEMA 4(

The December storm event affected nearly the same area as the July
storm event (the damage in St Charles distract was not as substantial
as compared to the July event and is omitted from the analysis) A
summary of outages by district is given in Exhibit 3-27

Exhibit 3-27: December Storm, Outage Summary by District

During this storm, Jefferson experienced the highest percentage of
feeders locked out, whereas this district showed the lowest
corresponding percentage during the July storm The different nature
of the storm provides the most straightforward explanation for this
difference

Exhibit 3-28 : December Storm, Pole and conductor installation from DOJM

With the exception of the pole performance in Mackenzie, this storm
could be characterized by the high failure rate of conductors (0 59%
as opposed to 0 18% during the July storm) This is typical for snow
and ice storms Whereas Jefferson had the highest feeder lock-out
rate, Berkeley in fact experiences the highest conductor failure rate
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Poles Conductor
District Down % Down (rim)
Berkeley 39 007% 59 56 1 70%
Dorsett 27 006% 2 89 009%

Geraldine 30 005% 16 74 057%
Jefferson 23 003% 1 26 002%
Mackenzie 84 021% 35 87 095%

Total 203 007% 116 32 059%

General Lockout Statistics

District Feeders Customers Feeders Lockout Customers
Outage
Events

Berkeley 221 136419 91 4118% 72,875 1,781
Dorsett 148 99677 28 1892% 18,909 390

Geraldine 358 140347 78 2179% 46,292 1,498
Jefferson 103 88033 48 4660% 41,097 840
Mackenzie 294 192779 39 1327% 34,577 602

Total 1124 657255 284 2527% 213750 8618
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The root causes are reported in the same fashion for a snowstorm as
they would be for a severe thunderstorm i e there is no distinction
for ice, snow etc This obviously limits the forensic analysis with
respect to the analysis of root causes

As displayed in Exhibit 3-29, the dominant root cause for this event,
similar to the July storm, was tree related with a substantial 60% A
graphical summary of outage event root causes by district is shown
in Exhibit 3-30 Note that the size of each pie chart is relative to the
number of outage events

Exhibit 3-29 : December Storm, Root Cause by District

Note that there is a substantial percentage, approximately 24%,
of root causes defined as unknown If unknowns were removed
from the analysis, the average root causes for all districts would
be approximately 79% tree, 2% lightning, 17% equipment, 3%
others

District
Tree
Broke

Tree
Contact

Tree
Other

Tree
(total) Lightninq Equipment Others Unknown

Berkeley 2566% 3380% 938% 6884% 056% 1656% 124% 1280%
Dorsett 2051% 2333% 667% 5051% 179% 1667% 205% 2897%
Geraldine 2977% 2250% 1215% 6442% 033% 774% 107% 2644%
Jefferson 917% 2095% 2464% 5476% 286% 679% 393% 3167%
Mackenzie 2027% 1944% 2359% 6329% 116% 1661% 133% 1761%
Average 2108% 2400% 1528% 6036% 134% 1287% 192% 2350%
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unfavorable data collection situation during the July stor�s
(unfortunately at the expense of increased percentage of unknowns)
or it is because there are �ore outages related to blown fuses (root
co�ponent) due to tree contact (snow on tree canopy as a root
cause) The option tree as root co�ponent should be re�oved as
input

Exhibit 3-31 : Dece�ber Stor�, Root Co�ponents

3 .3 Conclusions

This section reports the conclusions that can be drawn after reviewing the partial findings
as reported in Section 3 2 The conclusions are presented according to how the
infrastructure review was organized the general syste� reliability and progra�s leading
up to the 2006 stor�s, the forensic investigation, followed by an integral assess�ent

It is i�portant to know that while the OAS captures representative data, it does not
provide 100% dependability as input depends on field calls often �ade under difficult
circu�stances based on best esti�ates

3.3 .1 Syste� reliability indicators are trending up as a result of recent
stor� activity .

A�crenUE's daily reliability indicators (i e the nu�ber of sustained custo�er
outages) are trending up The root cause behind this observation is established as
trees during stor�s, the daily non-stor� indicators are essentially flat over the
years The increase of severe stor� events over recent years is the pri�ary cause
As contributing factors, it deserves reco��endation to investigate the resilience
of the syste� against these stor�s This investigation would focus on review of
the vegetation �anage�ent and pole inspection and treat�ent progra�s These
progra�s leading up to the 2006 stor�s have been evaluated as part of the
infrastructure review

K EM Ak

District Structures Trees Wire Equip�ent Unknown
Berkeley 606% 129% 2010% 3448% 3807%
Dorsett 667% 282% 2744% 4385% 1923%

Geraldine 461% 134% 2109% 3925% 3371%
Jefferson 1238% 1 90% 2060% 3643% 2869%
Mackenzie 797% 249% 2093% 3306% 3555%
Averaqe 754% 197% 2203% 3741% 3105%
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General Progra�s

3 .3.2 Prior to the 2006 stor�s, A�erenUE's vegetation �anage�ent
progra� did not achieve all of its stated annual spending
targets; however, �uch of the stor� da�age would not have
been prevented by the vegetation progra� in place at the ti�e .

A review of A�erenUE's vegetation �anage�ent budget and spending indicates
the absence of a stor� reserve A�erenUE does not �aintain reserves for any
stor� related spending as severe stor�s rarely occur � the area

A�erenUE's vegetation �anage�ent budget has been ra�ping up since 2004
(after a budget cut � 2003) and has reduced the growth of cycle work backlog
since then but has been ha�pered by increasing stor� related efforts and
spending The observed under-spending for cycle T&D work has to do with
resource unavailability, stor� expenditures (including resources) and providing
aid to other stor� stricken �utual aid utility partners That said, since 2004, all
stor�-nor�alized SAM targets and "Line �iles" tri� goals have been �et

3 .3.3 A�erenUE's pole inspection progra� �issed its annual
inspection rate target as a result of budget cuts and changes to
the progra�, however, this did not contribute �uch to the level
of stor� da�age.

This progra� saw a change before and after 2003 Before 2003 A�erenUE had
applied a targeted (pole, area or circuit selection) approach based on criticality
and perceived condition The inspection rate was approxi�ately 11% yielding an
average reject rate of 5 32% There was a budget cut in 2003, coinciding with
budget cut in vegetation �anage�ent spending After 2003, A�erenUE applied a
cyclical approach to selection The inspection rate is ra�ping up to the targeted
10% with an average reject rate of 3 76% The progra� has an audit function,
staffed by A�erenUE e�ployees, focusing on adequate application of
A�erenUE's reject standards While the nu�ber of auditors has increased with
the change in progra�, the auditing does not focus on co�pletion of pole
replace�ent work orders

General Forensic

KEMAd<

The �ajority (86%) of the total outages in both the July and Dece�ber stor�s
occurred in six districts with significant overlap fro� all stor�s in a s�all area
The likelihood of this happening is s�all (it never happened before in
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Forensic

docu�ented history) and has resulted in �ultiple, extended outage events for a
high nu�ber of custo�ers The affected areas have a high vegetation density, a
high pole density and high custo�er density

Vegetation related

The nu�ber of outages correlate with vegetation density and ti�e since last
tn��ed The shorter the period since last tn��ed, the s�aller the chance of a
feeder being locked-out dunng the stor�s This applies to both stor�s

Tree related outages were the root cause for approxi�ately 81 % of the outages in
the July stor� These root causes break down into 30% tree broke, 29% tree
contact and 22% tree other Reportedly, 85% of the broken trees originated out-
of-case�ent This e�phasizes the i�portance of addressing this issue going
forward (while anticipating �ore stor�s) The fact that the nu�ber of outages
correlated positively with ti�e since last tn��ed and that this established 29%
of the outages, e�phasizes the i�portance of the ongoing cycle tri� work
backlog reduction It �ust be noted that cycle tri� work, even being on schedule,
will only have a li�ited effect reducing this percentage during stor�s

Pole related

The pole failure rate during the July stor� was established at 0 10% This rate
was consistent with KEMA's �odel forecast for si�ilar stor�s The pole failure
rate per district correlates positively with age (with a factor 0 8) As such, the
Mackenzie District was vulnerable with the highest average pole age of 39 6
years It is i�portant to keep in the �ind that a significant a�ount of outages do
not involve poles as a root co�ponent Only 290 poles were issued (and thus
replaced) in the six affected distracts Fro� the available data it is unknown what
type of poles failed For post-stor� infrastructure analysis it is of interest to
identify double circuit poles, feeder versus lateral poles (although �ost of the
issued poles were class 4 and thus the non-inspected lateral poles) and, for
instance, poles that were evaluated below design loading strength (<0 4% out of
51,000 evaluated poles between 2003 and 2007, refer to Section 4 3 3)

Equip�ent caused outages were the root cause for approxi�ately 11% of the
outages dunng the July stor� Assu�ing that 4% of this total of 11 % is related to
pole breakages (with potential root causes being wind only, design overloading

KEMAk
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or pole decay), this assu�ed 4% is then the �axi�u� potential for i�prove�ent
of pole loading evaluations and inspection progra�s This nu�ber reduces to a
�axi�u� of 2 4% when considering the root co�ponent data

Conductor related

The Dece�ber stor� yielded root outage causes 79% tree, 2% lightning, 17%
equip�ent, 3% others Whereas the pole failure rate was relatively low, the
conductor failure rate during the Dece�ber stor� was 0 59%, �ostly in Berkeley
district This is expected for an ice stor�, however, there are no calibrated
�odels for snow and ice stor�s to verify the conductor failure rate Tree related
outages positively correlated with conductor failure rates during this stor�,
although weakly Most of the da�age would co�e fro� ice depositions directly
onto the conductor that subsequently snaps due to excessive wind loading or onto
tree branches touching or breaking off into the conductors Due to the outage
reporting nature, not fit for forensic purposes, it is not straightforward to
distinguish these two in order to steer i�prove�ent toward vegetation
�anage�ent or pole loading analyses

Integral Assess�ent

KEMAk

The statistical and forensic analysis based on the available data does not infer any
�ajor deficits that contributed negatively to the syste� perfor�ance during the
investigated stor�s

The July stor�s can be characterized by relatively low equip�ent failure rates
but a large coverage of area with dense vegetation and custo�ers, resulting in
outages of about half of the A�erenUE feeders in the affected area Fro� a
restoration perspective, the extent of the outage can be explained by inaccessible
terrain (due to the �any broken trees) and the large area

Potential contributing factors

The first July stor� ca�e fro� an unusual direction (NE-SW as opposed to the
usual direction NW-SE) potentially taking out or loosening trees that had been
hardened against stor�s in the usual direction The second July stor�, in the
usual direction, then likely has taken out �ore trees than expected for the sa�e
wind speeds
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3.4 Reco��endations

K E M A

The first July stor� �ay have taken out pri�anly feeders tangential to the stor�,
the second July stor� did the sa�e adding up to �ore feeders than expected
based on just wind speeds (as opposed to also including w�d direction)

The Dece�ber stor� can be characterized by extensive conductor failure due to a
co�bination of wind and ice loading

3.3.4 The forensic analysis could have been �ore infor�ative had
A�erenUE had a for�al forensic process in place to gather the
critical data .

A�erenUE could in general i�prove on data gathering, analysis and feedback of
findings into planning functions related to vegetation �anage�ent and pole
inspection and treat�ent progra�s Both post-stor� forensic analyses and
analysis of day-to-day operations would potentially i�prove by increased
visibility into the integral state of the syste� to justify future spending (e g
spending versus syste� i�prove�ent, where to spend the next dollar?) This
would require a consolidation of pole, conductor and (potentially new) vegetation
inventory data, inspection and �aintenance progra�s (including the new
distribution line equip�ent), their results and related spending

For forensic analysis purposes, the OAS data could be �ore concise and for
instance differentiate causes and co�ponents in an una�biguous fashion Still,
this would not distinguish specific equip�ent such as �ultiple-circuit poles,
�ultiple events (cascading) and evaluation of design overload There should be a
dedicated forensic data collection �ethodology in place such as now �andatory
in Florida This would prove useful in anticipating actual increase in severe stor�
events, as the recent trend see�s to indicate

3.4.1 Continue with A�erenUE's enhanced vegetation �anage�ent

progra� .

Continue with the ongoing vegetation �anage�ent to achieve the co��itted
schedule the 4ih quarter of 2008 - analysis points out that feeders affected by the
stor� were on average tri��ed longer ago than non-affected feeders It is
i�portant to start with the feeder three-phase backbone circuits

Continue with the ongoing enhanced progra�s that, a�ong others, address the
issue of out of ease�ent tree re�oval - analysis points out that 30% of the
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outages were caused by broken trees fro� which reportedly 85% were out of
ease�ent Consider creating a tree inventory (e g danger tree locations, hazard
tree locations, growth rates by species in A�erenUE's GIS)

As the vegetation in the greater St Louis area is denser than the national average
for urban areas and the tree canopy is actually growing, it is reco��ended to
periodically review the vegetation �anage�ent budget in light of the growing
tree canopy

3.4.2 Continue the revised pole inspection at the targeted inspection
rate. The pole inspection planning, record keeping, analysis and
auditing functions should be i�proved .

Continue the revised pole inspection and treat�ent progra� at the targeted
inspection rate s The pole inspection planning, record keeping and analysis
should be i�proved The i�proved planning �ust be supported by a consolidated
pole inventory (with, a�ongst others, the ability to locate each pole, obtain the
corresponding pole attributes, inspection and treat�ent history and feeder
nu�ber) Inspection and treat�ent results should be readily available within
A�erenUE They should be tied to the pole inventory and potentially tied to a
(new) pole loading calculation database Geographic and trend analysis results
should feed back into pole �aintenance planning and budgeting, potentially, to
targeted syste� hardening �easures Lastly, while the current progra� does
indeed contain an audit function focused on adequate application of A�erenUE's
pole reject standards, it should also ensure the co�pletion of pole replace�ent
work orders

3.4.3 Modify OAS data structure to capture outage root cause and
affected co�ponents better, supporting post-stor�
infrastructure analysis.

Introduce �odifications to the OAS and train crews correspondingly Eli�inate
inconsistencies and i�prove data entry, separating affected equip�ent fro�
causes adequately Introduce 'Wind-only' as a root cause and re�ove "Trees" as
a root co�ponent, and �ake the other necessary �odifications to provide for

8 It �ust be noted that a recent progra� change will include the inspection of lateral poles as well The
targeted inspection rate with this inclusion will also change, fro� 10% to 8 33%, corresponding to a 12-
year cycle The co�bination of these changes will �ost likely result in higher pole reject rates and thus
increased replace, treat or reinforce spending
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KEMAk
reporting that re�oval of a tree is necessary for the restoration of an outage
Consider verification of tree related outages (potentially with the tree inventory)

Consider a dedicated post-stor� forensic data collection and analysts
�ethodology, including a data te�plate, database and dispatch procedure During
such forensic data collection details like lateral versus feeder, �ultiple-circuit
pole or other i�portant attributes can be captured for analysis Create and train
dedicated 'forensic' tea�s for post-stor� data collection to be perfor�ed in
parallel with the stor� restoration process Ensure ability to co�bine the forensic
data with �aterials issued during the stor�, pole loading calculation results and
the pole inspection database See reco��endation 7 4 3 later in the report
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4. Project Area - Engineering Standards

This project area focused on reviews of engineering practices and standards related to sub-trans�ission
and distribution syste� integrity and strength The focus of the investigation was on the i�pact of the
standards and practices on the infrastructure's ability to withstand stor�s of the type and �agnitude
experienced in 2006

4.1 Engineering Data and Analysis

KEMA reviewed A�erenUE's engineering standards to evaluate the standards used by
the co�pany in the area of distribution pole loading and strength calculations The
KEMA analysis will provide a general review of the applicable sections of the National
Electric Safety Code (NESC) and the require�ents on distribution designs

Two pri�ary docu�ents house A�erenUE's engineering and construction standards

Distribution Feeder Design, Article PS-30 Rev I - This is the introductory article of
the Electrical Distribution Design Articles and provides the basic concepts, design
philosophies, and engineering considerations for distribution line design at
A�erenUE

K E M Ak

Distribution Construction Standards, May 2005 Edition - These standards apply to
all A�erenUE operating co�panies and are the detailed construction standards used
in the construction of new facilities as well as the rehabilitation or rebuilding of
existing facilities These standards have been developed in confor�ance with all
applicable national, state and local codes and �eet the �ini�u� standards of the
NESC

Together, these docu�ents provide designers, engineers, construction personnel and
others with the necessary infor�ation to specify and build distribution facilities to �eet
co�pany, custo�er and code require�ents

4.1.1 Overview of NESC require�ents

The governing safety standard for distribution pole strength is the NESC This
code provides ��i�u� design specifications to ensure public safety It is not
intended to be a design �anual, nor is it intended to address issues other than
public safety A pole �eeting the NESC require�ents can be considered safe, but
�ay or �ay not be the best solution fro� the perspective of econo�ics or
reliability
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The NESC defines three different grades of safety require�ents depending upon

the public safety issues related to a particular installation These are ter�ed

Grade B, Grade C, and Grade N, with Grade B being the highest require�ent in

general, the NESC requires distribution structures to �eet Grade C construction

except when crossing railroad tracks or li�ited-access highways (these require

Grade B construction)

According to the NESC, a structure �ust be able to withstand loading due to

co�bined ice buildup and wind (the ice adds weight and increases surface area

exposed to wind) For the purpose of deter�ining the loading calculations for

safety when considering wind and ice, the NESC has three pri�ary rules Rule

250B addresses ice, Rule 250C addresses extre�e wind, and Rule 250D

addresses co�bined freezing rain/ice and wind loads

Rule 250B "Co�bined ice and wind distnct loading" divides the United States

into three loading districts ter�ed heavy, �ediu�, and light (see Exhibit 4-1)

Missouri is co�pletely located within the heavy loading district These districts

deter�ine the loading criteria for overhead line designs with consideration for

co�bined ice and wind loads

ll ^

1'I, G

HAWAII-LIGHTCr~

	

fALASKA-HEAVY ))\

	

I

Exhibit 4-1 : Overhead Line Loading Districts (NESC Figure 250-1)

KE M A id-N"
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Rule 250C "Extre�e wind loading" provides extre�e wind criteria to be

considered in pole loading calculations The extre�e wind speed entena of the

NESC changed � 2002, and are now based on three-second gust speeds (see

Exhibit 4-2) as opposed to one �inute sustained winds as defined in earlier

editions of the Code It is i�portant to note that only structures taller than 60 feet

(18�) �ust �eet these extre�e wind criteria Most distribution structures are not

in this category

90(40) Special Wind Region

130(58)

140(63)

150(67)

Notes :
I Values are no�inal design 3aocond gust wind speeds in �iles par hour (Ms)

at 33 It (10 �) above ground for Exposure C category
2 Linear Interpolation between wind contours is per�itted .
3. Islands and coastal areas outside the last contour shall use the last wind speed

contour of the coastal area .
4 Mountainous terrain, gorges, ocean pro�ontories, and special wind regions

shall be exa�ined for unusual wind conditions .

Exhibit 4-2: Basic Wind Speed Map (NESC Figure 250-2(B)
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Exhibit 4-3 : Co�bined Freezing Rand and Wind Zones (NESC Figure 250-3)

KEMAk
Rule 250D "Extre�e ice with concurrent wind loading" was added in the 2007
edition of NESC This rule addresses concurrent ice and wind load due pri�arily
to freezing ra� conditions (see Exhibit 4-3) Like Rule 250C, this is an
"extre�e" condition rule and as such does not apply to structures less than 60
feet above ground or water level Again, �ost distribution structures do not co�e
under this rule

Su��ary of NESC Require�ents for Distribution Poles in A�erenUE Service
Te�tory

Grade C construction is required for �ost distribution structures
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According to the NESC heavy loading district, distribution structures in
Missoun �ust be designed for 0 5 inch radial ice buildup and 40 �ph winds

•

	

Extre�e wind loading require�ent for Missoun (for structures �ore than 60
feet high) is 90 �iles per hour

Extre�e concurrent ice and wind for Missoun (for structures �ore than 60
feet high) is 1 0 inch radial ice and 40 �ile per hour wind (Grade B) and 0 8
inch radial ice with 40 �ph wind (Grade C)

4.2 Review of Design Standards and Practices

Standard distribution line design and construction at A�erenUE is based on Grade C
require�ents Grade B construction is also used, as required by the Code, for specific
situations such as railroad crossing and li�ited access highway crossings

The Distribution Construction Standards �anual defines the pole size to be used in a
given construction situation The �anual contains pole sizing charts, as illustrated in
Exhibit 4-4 for all three grades of construction (B, C, N) as defined by NESC The
�anual also includes a table fro� the NESC which defines the �ini�u� grade of
construction required for specific conductor applications and voltage ratings

As �entioned earlier, structures of less than 60 feet above ground or water level are not
required to �eet the extre�e wind or ice conditions specified in rules 250-C and 250-D
of NESC In the greater St Louis area A�erenUE uses �ultiple circuit construction that
carries both sub-trans�ission (34 5 kV) and distribution (4 and 12 kV) facilities This
configuration often requires poles that exceed 60 feet and thereby requires that the
structures be built to extre�e wind and ice standards A�erenUE has recently
i�ple�ented a standard �ini�u� pole class for all construction of 34 5 and 69 kV
facilities This new standard of using a �ini�u� class I pole addresses the require�ents
of the 2007 NESC
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Exhibit 4-4: Grade C Pole Selection Chart fro� Distribution Construction Standards

In nor�al work planning and design, the division engineering personnel are responsible
for designing all extensions, upgrades, or replace�ents of distribution lines It is the
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responsibility of those personnel to adhere to co�pany standards in line design and
construction If situations are encountered that have unique or unusual require�ents, the
field personnel contact the engineering standards depart�ent for guidance and assistance
in ensuring that appropriate design considerations are �et In order to assist field
personnel in calculations for line design the standards depart�ent is currently developing
a design tool based on co�pany standards and the 2007 edition of NESC It is anticipated
that this tool will be distributed to the field by early 2008 for local use

In addition to electric facility design, a �ajor consideration in pole loading is the addition
of foreign utility attach�ents to the electric facility structures The use of power poles by
telephone, CATV, broadband and other co��unications providers is co��on practice in
the industry with those providers being given certain rights of access to electric facilities
by the Federal Co��unications Co��ission The addition of co��unications cables to
power poles can have a significant i�pact on total pole load, to the extent that safety
�argins are so�eti�es consu�ed or exceeded by the additional facilities

In order to ensure that poles are adequate for the addition of such cables, A�erenUE has
in place an application process that co��unications co�panies follow to request
attach�ent to poles This process includes detailed load analysis of the poles in question
to ensure appropriate strength capacity is available If not available, the pole is typically
changed to a larger size to acco��odate the additional equip�ent A�erenUE uses a
contract engineering fir� to perfor� the loading analysis

4.3 Conclusions

KEMA4(

4.3.1 KEMA analysis has found that A�erenUE has adequate
standards in place to ensure that pole loading and line design
�eet the appropriate criteria as defined by NESC .

As the pri�ary purpose of this study has been to evaluate A�erenUE's practices
as they relate to severe stor�s and potential stor� da�age, our review has not
found any indication of design standard or process deficiencies that �ight have
contributed to the extent of da�age experienced during severe weather in 2006
KEMA does believe, however, that i�prove�ent in the overall consistency of
application of design standards can be �ade As stated earlier, an auto�ated tool
for line design calculations is � develop�ent and is anticipated to be available �
early 2008 This tool will provide significant capability to i�prove overall
consistency in application of design standards
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4.3.2 Methodology for calculating design loading of poles is not well
docu�ented although tables and charts that are based on
standard calculations are provided in the Distribution
Construction Manual.

The standards organization is working on �any fronts to reach a higher level of
consistency across operating co�panies � design practices There is also an
ongoing effort to bring �ore standardization to sizes of poles and conductors
used in line construction as well as to the line configuration While KEMA does
not believe that current levels of standardization or consistency in these areas are
an issue for stor� resiliency, we fully support the belief that i�prove�ent in
these areas will ulti�ately benefit the overall reliability of the syste� under all
conditions

KEMA has also surveyed a nu�ber of other utilities about practices of line
design and pole loading Most notably, KEMA investigated the practices of other
co�panies in grade of construction used, allowance and procedures for foreign
attach�ents, and any specific design considerations �ade for potential severe
weather i�pacts The details of this co�parative data are provided in Section
16 2 of this docu�ent In su��ary, KEMA finds that A�erenUE's practices are
generally consistent with those of other co�panies in the industry It is noted,
however, that so�e co�panies of co�parable size and geographic characteristics
of A�erenUE, have adopted Grade B construction as a standard for all
distribution facilities A�erenUE is currently evaluating the application of both
Grades B and C construction throughout the syste� to deter�ine the �ost
beneficial standard for all A�erenUE co�panies

4.3.3 An appropriate procedure is in place to evaluate requests by
others to attach to A�erenUE poles, including a detailed pole
loading calculation .

KEMA has reviewed a sa�ple of the loading calculations perfor�ed in response
to foreign utility attach�ent requests This sa�ple provided an opportunity to
review the calculations being perfor�ed for consistency with NESC and
A�erenUE standards Additionally, and �ore i�portantly, the sa�ple provides a
good data set on the current loading condition of A�erenUE facilities Dunng
the period fro� 2003 to the present, over 51,000 loading calculations were
perfor�ed to assess the potential addition of co��unications facilities to existing
poles These calculations showed that approxi�ately 78% of the poles studied
were found to be in co�pliance with co�pany standards and NESC require�ents
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4.4 Reco��endations

4.4.1 Co�plete and distribute the auto�ated pole loading calculation
tool currently in develop�ent in the standards depart�ent .

This tool provides field personnel with fast and convenient capability to analyze
pole loading for new, replace�ent and existing structures Explanation and/or
training on the tool, when distributed, should be tailored to cover the pri�ary
areas of concern in loading calculations and to develop consistent practices
throughout the operating depart�ents With the delivery of the auto�ated design
analysis tool, A�erenUE should also docu�ent the procedures to be followed in
using the tool and the �ethods, algorith�s and standards that are the basis of the
tool

4.4.2 Develop design standards and guidelines related to NESC
construction grades (B or C) and to specific applications in the
service territory .

Current guidelines within A�erenUE call for Grade C construction except where
Grade B is required by Code So�e discussion is underway regarding
consideration for Grade B as the standard A�erenUE should develop guidelines
based on operational �etrics that dictate construction grade, stor� hardening and
other special design considerations Operational �etrics to be considered are
such things as critical feeders, areas of historically significant stor� da�age, or
other considerations that would warrant a �ore stringent design standard that
would assist in achieving operational targets for reliability

KEMAk
for Grade C construction prior to the additional attach�ents being installed and
capable of handling the additional load Stated another way, 22% of the poles
studied were found in co�pliance with codes and standards at the ti�e of review
but required changes to be sufficient for the additional loading proposed Less
than 0 4% was found to be below code specifications at the ti�e of the loading
study In KEMA's opinion, this is an excellent indicator of A�erenUE's
dedication to NESC co�pliance and quality co�pany standards in pole loading
and design on an everyday basis
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4.4.3 Make use of detailed pole loading analyses done for foreign
attach�ent applications by cataloging the loading data by
circuit, location or other identifier . The asse�bled infor�ation
�ay then be used as a data sa�ple in future studies of loading,
pole condition, forensic analysis, etc .

As earlier noted, over 51,000 detailed engineering studies have been perfor�ed
in recent years as part of the foreign utility attach�ent process The data fro�
these studies, � addition to deter�ining require�ents for the requested
attach�ents, can also be used for further analysis of design strength, pole
capacity, strength deterioration as function of age, application or location, as well
as other considerations

4.4.4 Develop and �aintain current knowledge of technological
develop�ents in pole and conductor �aterials and designs .

As in other fields, new technologies are i�pacting pole and conductor
develop�ent and �anufacture Distribution size poles �anufactured fro�
co�posite �aterials is a rapidly growing �arket due to the additional size and
strength that can be gained without the additional weight of concrete or steel
Si�ilarly, co�posite conductors are being used widely for reconductor�g
applications in order to increase circuit capacity without having to upgrade poles
or structures due to the weight added by increasing the size of standard
conductors Further, changes and i�prove�ents in pole fra�ing or other pole
�ounted equip�ent can reduce loading thereby increasing the structures ability
to withstand severe weather
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5 . Project Area - Maintenance

KEMA has undertaken a review of the �aintenance progra�s and processes in place at A�erenUE as
they relate to stor� preparedness and the ability of the infrastructure to withstand severe weather With a
focus on the subtrans�ission and distribution syste�s, KEMA has reviewed the ongoing �aintenance
progra�s that are designed to ensure the reliable operation of that syste� in both nor�al and stor�
conditions Our analysis has covered three pri�ary �aintenance areas

•

	

Pole inspection and �aintenance,

•

	

Vegetation �aintenance and �anage�ent, and

•

	

Distribution line equip�ent �aintenance

A general discussion of each area follows in this section with later sections addressing findings,
conclusions, and reco��endations

5.1 Maintenance Progra� Overview

5.1.1 Pole inspection and �aintenance

A�erenUE has had a wood pole inspection and �aintenance progra� in place
for a nu�ber of years This progra� is consistent with those found throughout
the industry and includes a co�pany standard for inspection, treat�ent,
reinforce�ent, and replace�ent A�erenUE's specifications for inspection and
treat�ent of in-service wood poles are well docu�ented and consistent with both
NESC and ANSI guidelines which are the governing standards for pole strength
and suitability for service

The A�erenUE progra� has undergone changes in recent years to expand and
i�prove the progra� Prior to 2007 the progra� was directed toward
subtrans�ission and feeder backbone poles (200,000 units) only, as described in
Section 3 2 1 Beginning in 2007 the progra� was expanded to include all wood
poles, regardless of application (adding another 700,000 lateral poles) In the new
progra� all poles will be visually inspected at a �ini�u� of once every four
years and subject to a detailed, intrusive inspection once every twelve years
Exhibit 5-1 illustrates the scope of the progra� and the changes that have
occurred over ti�e

KEMAk
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Os�ose collating data

10% Rando�

	

Pole inspecilreat by urcud, planned 10% per yr
pole inspection by �aps

	

sub tans & feeder backnres by feeder

Subbans�issian and feeder

backbone approa 2k poles	20kpoles) yr(�eho+regenal,noalley poles)

~- Utl�apcolled�gdata

12-year cycle co�prehensive inspedteat
4-year cycle usual inspecon
(�d attach�ent audit, devices and clearances)

Total 91 poles (feeder, lateral,3-phasebackbone)

Exhibit 5-1 : Pole Inspection Progra�

5.1.2 Vegetation �aintenance and �anage�ent

The subtrans�ission and distribution vegetation �anage�ent progra� at
A�erenUE is typical of progra�s found in �ost electric utility co�panies
including the challenges �ost co�panies face in progra� funding, cycle
schedules, and resource �anage�ent In recent years A�erenUE has �ade (and
continues) a concerted effort to put the vegetation progra� on a regular cycle
tri� schedule of four years for urban areas and six years for rural territories
A�erenUE is currently on track to achieve its desired cycle schedules by the 4 th
quarter of 2008

The greater St Louis area is often called an "urban forest" because of the tree
density of the region The high vegetation density as well as the density of
electrical hardware in the sa�e areas, as described in Section 3 2 1, creates
challenges for the utility in both routine operations and �aintenance and
particularly in stor� conditions High nu�bers of tree related outages are often
experienced during stor�y weather, often caused by trees outside of the utility
tri� zone and therefore, essentially out of the utility's area of influence or
control A�erenUE is like other utilities throughout the country that are
challenged to balance the need for vegetation �aintenance for syste� reliability
with the public desire for large and dense areas of vegetation for aesthetics

To balance the inherent conflicts between constituencies, A�erenUE has
undertaken various progra�s ai�ed at finding a �iddle ground acceptable to
�ost interested parties These progra�s include such things as danger tree
identification and replace�ent efforts, conversion of overhead electric facilities
to underground and joint efforts with �unicipalities on develop�ent and
enforce�ent of ordinances
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5.1.3 Distribution line equip�ent �aintenance

As part of its efforts to i�prove syste� reliability and overall syste� integrity,
A�erenUE has begun a structured distribution circuit inspection progra� The
co�pany has routinely perfor�ed inspections and �aintenance on various
co�ponents of the distribution syste� Pole inspections and vegetation
�aintenance previously discussed are two leading exa�ples Additionally the
co�pany has perfor�ed routine �aintenance on various other co�ponents of the
syste� such as network protectors, switches, and si�ilar equip�ent Error!
Reference source not found. i s reproduced fro� A�erenUE's "Policy for
Electric Subtrans�ission and Distribution Circuit Inspections" and details the
type and frequency of inspections � the progra� as well as the facilities included
in the progra� The policy docu�ent also details the scope of the inspections
perfor�ed on each type of equip�ent

Exhibit 5-2 : Electric Circuit Inspection Progra�

5.2 A�erenUE and Co�parative Data

5 .2.1 Pole inspection progra�

KEMAk

Data fro� pole inspections prior to 2007 was presented and analyzed in Section 3
of this report, Infrastructure Forensic Analysis Further analysis of pole
inspection reject rates, average ages at inspection and si�ilar data is not
presented in this section, however, KEMA's analysis of the progra�, execution
and co�parison to other progra�s in the industry is presented

With the change in the pole inspection progra� to include the entire pole
population, A�erenUE has i�proved their progra� to the level of other
co�prehensive progra�s in the industry While detailed forensic data fro� the
2006 stor�s was not available, KEMA experience leads us to believe that if the
data were available a higher pole failure rate would be found in specific seg�ents
of the pole population that have not been part of the pole inspection and
treat�ent progra� in the past Specifically this refers to lateral or tap line poles
or any other pole not included in the subtrans�ission and feeder backbone
groups Findings at other co�panies lead us to this belief and to the expectation
that pole reject rates will increase under the new progra� scope (as �entioned in
the footnote 8)
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KEMA has found through industry surveys and engage�ents with other
co�panies that pole inspection progra�s vary in cycle ti�e but that those
co�panies with active progra�s, on average, seek to achieve a ten-year
inspection cycle A�erenUE's target of 12 years for detailed inspection and
treat�ent is consistent with �any other co�panies and when co�bined with a
four-year visual inspection cycle and �ore frequent walk-by surveys, creates an
aggressive inspection progra� that should be beneficial to reliability
i�prove�ent and effective in �aintaining pole integrity for stor� duty as well as
nor�al use Exhibit 5-3 provides the detail of the interlaced inspection progra�s
that result in frequent opportunities to observe obvious pole defects
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5.2.3 Distribution line equipment maintenance program

KEMA 4(

AmerenUE's Distnbution Circuit Inspections program is in its first full year of
unplementation The lack of operational history for the program does not allow
for analysis, however, KEMA notes that funding for the program elements is
projected to be substantial, both for inspections and for anticipated repairs and
equipment replacement

Dedicated inspection forms for transformers, regulators, capacitors, sectionalizers
and reclosers have been reviewed by KEMA The form for Arresters, hard to
assess m general, has not been received The forms are general m nature and have
inventory data items such as presence of animal guards (yes/no) This would
facilitate an as-found / as-left analysis to generate a work ticket intended to
restore the original condition The forms do not yet have failure data fields such
as predetermined failure mode, cause and effect fields to be filled out upon
equipment failure Analysis of such data would identify additional relevant
inspection parameters

The forms go hand-in-hand with an available training guideline document
KEMA found these guidelines useful since they are compiled of many
photographs with accompanying text The received version does not seem
formalized in that the document lacks a company number, date, revision number,
and approval history

5.3 Conclusions

5.3.1 Maintenance prior to 2007 has been consistent with industry
practices (ramping up from under-funding), new programs
going forward are better .

As outlined earlier in this section, the pole inspection, vegetation and distribution
circuit inspection programs have all been enhanced, or newly created, in the last
two years This increased emphasis on infrastructure maintenance is designed to
improve system performance both in daily operations and in extreme weather or
storm conditions The elements of the maintenance programs are consistent with
industry practices and in some cases go well beyond what is typical for the
industry
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5.3.2 Vegetation management program is making good progress with
increased funding to achieve desired cycles .

Reduction of the vegetation backlog has been a top priority for several years As
shown in Exhibit 5-4, funding for the vegetation program has steadily increased
since 2004 with a substantial increase m the 2007 budget The increased funding
is necessary for both backlog reduction and for program enhancements that
include more aggressive trim cycles for certain circuits and more aggressive
actions to remove problem trees and expand rights-of-way The ultimate measure
of success will be decreasing outages caused by trees in both storm and non-
storm conditions A target for contribution of trees to reliability indices (i e tree-
related SAIFI) has been established and will provide a quantifiable measure of
success of the vegetation maintenance actions

5.3.3 Distribution line equipment inspection program will provide
information to build a library of inspection, failure, and
maintenance data .

As shown in Exhibit 5-2, distribution line equipment will be inspected at
intervals ranging from one year for overhead and underground operating devices
to twelve years for a comprehensive wood pole inspection The frequency of
inspection and the number of devices included in the program will result in a
large amount of data on condition and operations of line devices AmerenUE's
current plan is to collect and maintain data on inspections performed, however,
data on equipment failures is not currently collected or maintained KEMA
believes that the equipment inspections and equipment failure or replacement
information should be maintained as a library in order to analyze failure rates by
class of equipment, age profiles, and various other information to be used in
maintenance and replacement planning, including the evaluation of certain
equipment types, makes and models The analysis also may identify additional
relevant inspection parameters for inclusion into the inspection program

5.3.4 Programs include solid interlacing of pole, line equipment and
vegetation inspection schedules, augmented by sub-transmission
walk-bys .

As illustrated in Exhibit 5-3, AmerenUE has made a strong effort to integrate the
various maintenance and inspection programs to provide maximum exposure of
facilities and equipment to visual or more detailed inspections By purposefully
staggering inspection cycles in each program, the company has created a plan in
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5 .4 Recommendations

KE M Ak
which circuits and poles are subject to visual inspections more frequently than
the specific program for each particular class of equipment requires, while
executing it at similar costs

5.4.1 Develop a statistical analysis methodology to ensure that
equipment maintenance is optimal for different classes of line
equipment.

As outlined in Section 5 3 3, the distribution circuit inspection program will
produce data that can be used to evaluate equipment condition at various ages,
duty cycles, locations (environments), etc The analysis of this information can
provide valuable information on how to optimize the various equipment classes
from the standpoint of design (historical performance), inspection, maintenance
and replacements The analysis will also support more accurate budget forecasts
for the related spending

5.4.2 Continue the evaluation of the enhanced vegetation management
program and apply the same approach to pole inspection and
distribution line equipment programs .

In line with the recommendations for pole and line equipment maintenance
programs, KEMA would like to emphasize the importance of program
evaluation In particular, the evaluation of the enhanced programs that are being
executed as pilot programs to further determine when, where and to what extent
to further implement these Targets for such evaluation have been established and
the approach could be considered for application to the pole and distribution line
equipment programs
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Emergency Restoration - Leading Practices

6. Project Area - Emergency Restoration Plan
KEMA's focus in this section is to provide an assessment of the parts of the AmerenUE's Electric
Emergency Restoration Plan (EERP) that have proven to be effective as currently structured and an
assessment of those areas that can be improved to prepare AmerenUE for future events of the magnitude
of the July and December Storms as well as for more effective response to storms of lesser consequence

6.1 Leading Practices in Emergency Restoration

6.1.1 Industry Practices

To provide a baseline for reviewing AmerenUE processes and capabilities, it is
necessary to provide a summary level description of typical storm restoration
activity For this purpose, KEMA has prepared a model of a storm restoration
process that incorporates leading practices from the utility industry The model
provides the reader with a basic understanding of how storm restoration is
typically managed in a leading utility company and highlights the basic flow of
information, the sequence of events in the field in assessing damage and the
logistics of the restoration process As one would expect, many support activities
facilitate the pnmary processes of system restoration and repair including
management of information for both internal decision-making and public
dissemination Both the primary processes and support activities as they existed
in 2006 at AmerenUE are discussed throughout this report to provide an
understanding of what works well and what could be improved Exhibit 6-1
shows our definition of the outage management process and is referenced
throughout this report to demonstrate the specific area of the process being
reviewed

KEMAk
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